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COMING EVENTS.
FRIDAY, 30th January.—Library open from 10 to 5 and from
6 to 10, free. Newspapers may be seen from 8 a.m.
SATURDAY, 31st.—Library open from 10 to 5 and from 6 to io,
free. Newspapers may be s&en from 8 a.m.
In the Queen's
Hall, Mr. Mellis's Choir, at 8.
SUNDAY, February 1st.—Library open from 3 to 10.
Organ
Recitals at 12.30, 4, and 8.
MONDAY, 2nd.—Library open from 10 to 5 and from 6 to io,
free.
Newspapers may be seen from 8 a.m.
People's
Popular Lectures : Lecture, at 8 p.m., " Limelight and Lyrics."
TUESDAY, 3rd.—Library open from 10 to 5 and from 6 to 10,
free. Newspapers may be seen from 8 a.m.
WEDNESDAY, 4th.—Library open from 10 to 5 and from 6 to
10, free. Newspapers may be seen from 8 a.m.
In the
Queen's Hall, at 8 p.m., Dioramic Entertainment, " Britain
beyond the Seas."
THURSDAY, 5th.—Library open from 10 to 5 and from 6 to 10,
free. Newspapers may be seen from 8 a.m.
FRIDAY, Gth.—Library open from 10 to 5 and from 6 to 10, free.
Newspapers may be seen from 8 a.m.
As announced last week, the Complimentary Dinner to Sir
Edmund Hay Currie will take place to-morrow (Saturday), at the
First Avenue Hotel, Holborn. A meeting of students was held in
Room 9, on Monday night, last week, Mr. S. Kempner being voted
to the chair, and a Committee consisting of Miss Heineman, Miss
Durell, and Messrs. F. A. Hunter, J. H. Thomas, and A. Albu,
appointed to select and purchase the proposed testimonials to
Sir Edmund and Lady Currie, which, with the testimonial from
the Staff, the Old Boys' Club, and Junior Section, will be on view
in the Secretary's office this evening (Friday).
ON Monday last we were favoured with a visit from the
members of the Woolwich Polytechnic, who were conducted over
the buildings, and who seemed pleased with all they saw ; the
party were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Didden, Mr. Carter, and
several members of the Local Committee.
The Woolwich
" Infant" has made a splendid commencement, no less than 400
members having joined in seven weeks.
ON Monday, Mr. Harold Spender, B.A., gave a very
instructive and entertaining Lecture on the " French Revolution."
This was followed by an Entertainment by Mr. Scott-Edwardes,
who proved himself an able entertainer, keeping the audience in
splendid humour until a late hour.
THE Course of Lectures on English History, in connection
with the London Society for the Extension of University Teaching,
commences this week.
The subject for next Wednesday will be
" Norman England, The Central Administration, The Church, The
Feudal System, and The People." Tickets for the course of ten
lectures, institute members, is.
WE are pleased to announce that Mr. Harry Levison has been
successful at the recent examination of boy copyists held by the
Civil Service Commissioners. He is one of the most promising of
the students of our Civil Service Classes.
ON Thursday, January 22nd, our Civil Service Tutor, Mr. G.
J. Michell, B.A., London, gave the first of a series of lectures on
" Our Railways." He described the route of the Great Western
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Railway from Paddington to Bristol, mentioning the engineering
difficulties so successfully overcome by Brunei, and giving brief
accounts of the historical events which happened at, or near, places on
the line. Next Thursday the lecture will be on the Great Western
route from Oxford to Birkenhead, and interesting notes will be
given on Oxford, Stratford-on-Avon, Birmingham, and Chester.
PEOPLE'S PALACE ORCHESTRAL SOCIETY.— Mr. W. R. Cave,
Conductor.—Members who have not paid their subscriptions are
requested to do so without further delay.
PUBLIC NOTICE.— We
have just commenced the rehearsal of " The Ancient Mariner "
Ladies and gentlemen playing musical instruments, desirous of
becoming members, should, therefore, join at once.
WM. STOCK, Hon. Sec.
PEOPLE'S PALACE RAMBLING CLUB.— Notice.—Arrangements
have been made for conducting parties over St. John's Gate and
St. John's Church and Crypt, on Saturday, February 7th ; meet at
2.30 p.m. sharp at Farringdon Street (Metropolitan Railway
Station). Also on Saturday, February 21st, we visit Charterhouse
and St. Bartholomew's Church, Canon Elwyn having kindly
promised to act as guide; we meet at Aldersgate Street Station,
2.20 pm. sharp.
Saturday, February i<jth, a Social Evening
will be held in No. 4 Room, Technical Schools, at 7 p.m. sharp.
The programme will include music, elocution, dancing, etc.
Admission to members by ticket only, to be obtained of the
Secretaries.—A. MCKENZIE, W. POCKETT, Hon. Sees.
DRAPERS' COMPANY'S TECHNICAL SCHOOL RAMBLERS' CLUB.—

On Saturday last forty members visited the Stepney Works of the
Commercial Gas Company. Our party was conducted by the
works' manager, Mr. Cross, who described, in a very interesting
manner, the process of gas making, from the charging of the retorts
to the purification and delivery of the gas to the district. The
retorts are built in groups of eight, each group being heated by a
furnace. The charge of each retort is three cwt. of coal. This lasts
for six hours. As soon as a retort is charged the door is closed,
and distillation commences. The volatile products pass from the
retort to an hydraulic main, and thence to the coolers, which con
sist of vertical and inclined tubes. The gas enters the coolers at a
temperature of 100 degrees F., and leaves at 60 degrees F. During
the cooling, the tar, which leaves the retort in the form
of gas, condenses to a liquor, which is drained off into a
large tank, holding, when full, about 450,000 gallons. The gas
passes from the coolers to the exhausters. These act in some
what the same manner as a pump, forcing the gas which enters
them onwards, and creating a partial vacuum on the cooler side.
From the exhausters the gas passes to tanks which partially free it
from ammonia, and thence it goes through the "scrubbers," which
are tall cylinders, filled with coke. In the scrubbers the gas is
nearly freed from ammonia. It then passes through purifiers,
in the form of huge rectangular tanks.
In these are placed
hydrate of calcium, and an oxide of iron. These compounds
free the gas from carbon dioxide and sulphur compounds.
From the purifiers, the gas passes to the gasholders, of which there
are five, the largest holding 2§ million cubic feet. From the gas
holders the gas passes to large gas-meters, which are capable of
measuring as much as 100,000 cubic feet each hour. The gas now
passes through a governor, regulating the pressure, which never
exceeds three inches of water. From the governor the gas passes
to the district, to be used by the customers of the company. Such
things as illuminating properties, freedom from impurities, etc., are
tested by the Company's chemist, who makes frequent reports on
same. Our thanks are due to Mr. Jones, the chief engineer, for
allowing us to visit these works, and to Mr. Cross, for his kindly
assistance in guiding us through them.
A. G.
For
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A GOOD deal of speculation has from time to time taken place
concerning the planet Mars. We are possessed of a few facts from
which one or two very important, and apparently reasonable,
deductions are drawn. Perhaps, therefore, a sketch of " Mars up
to date " may not be altogether void of interest. To begin with,
we know that Mars is the nearest planet of our system to ourselves!
This nearness alone makes it interesting to us, for in size it is one
of the smallest, its volume being only six times that of the moon.
Long before Ilerschell, astronomers had observed something like a
white mark near the poles of Mars, which increased and decreased
at regular intervals. What was it ? They thought that there were
on Mars, as on our earth, two seas of ice, corresponding to our
Arctic and Antarctic oceans, and that the white mark must be a
mass of ice of which the extent varied with the seasons, lip to the
present, experience and observation seem to confirm this theory.

little marks! He then began again. The same success and the
same marks 011 the plate. The photographer did not know how to
account for this blemish in his work, and had recourse to a process
of " touching up," in order to make it disappear. Three days after
the lady died of smallpox. The photographic plate marked on her
face what had escaped the human eye.
WE are close upon the census taking, which occurs, as all are
aware, every ten years, and in view of this fact, our poet, whom we
always keep on the premises ready wound up, has sent me a few
lines concerning "a puzzled census taker." He says, however, I
must be sure to explain his joke by stating as a preliminary that
" NEIN " pronounced NINE is the German for " No."

" Got any boys ? " the marshall said
To a lady from over the Rhine ;
And the lady shook her flaxen head,
And civilly answered, " Nein ! "
" Got any girls ? " the marshal said
To the lady from over the Rhine;
And again the lady shook her head,
And civilly answered, " Nein !"

HOWEVER, to be quite faithful to the truth, I must mention the
following fact. On the highest mountain of California (Mount
Hamilton), two years ago, an observatory was successfully erected,
which was, in the intention of its founder (Mr. James Lick), to
afford the possibility, by its position and the superiority of its
instruments, of studying the heavenly bodies under conditions
which would allow us to get an exact idea of their nature. A
telescope has been constructed for this observatory with a refractor
of 26 inches—the most powerful in the world. By means of it the
observers can see the moon, for instance, at an apparent distance
equal to that of Paris from Laon. And, thanks to the clearness of
the air about the observatory, we can pierce by means of the great
telescope some of the mysteries which other worlds, even the
nearest, still hold from us. Now, it is a strange fact that hitherto
none of the observations made on Mount Hamilton agree with those
made in Europe by Proctor, Green, and above all, by the famous
Schiaparelli, who made the study of Mars his special subject, drew
up maps of it, made observations of its continents, and discovered
the celebrated "canals" in it which have given rise to so much
talk.
IN spite of this discrepancy, which cannot last long, and could
not weaken accurate observations already made, the fallowing
points appear to have been sufficiently well established
Mars
possesses seas and continents in unequal distribution
With us
these continents only occupy a third of the total surface of the
globe ; in Mars the ratio is almost that of a half, owing to the fact
that the distinction between seas and continents is not so clearlv
marked as on the earth. Mars being divided into a great number of
more or less extensive islands, separated by countless arms of sea
or else by " canals." The appearance which the planet presents is
that of a reddish colour, which gives ground for the supposition
that the soil of Mars must be very rich in iron
It has also been
thought, with some probability, that the vegetation of Mars-its
fields and its foliage—were of a salmon-red, and that this gave the
planet its characteristic colour, just as ours is clearly green A
fact of which we may be equally sure is that Mars has an atmos
phere, and an atmosphere heavily charged with aqueous vapour.
IT has also been calculated that bodies weigh only a third as
much on Mars as on the surface of the earth; in other words that
three of our kilogrammes would only weigh one kilogramme If logical
deduction and analogy are the same up there as they are here it
follows that the inhabitants of Mars must have a height of twelve
feet at least. Probably, therefore, they are much stronger and more
agile than we. It is probable that they are more advanced than we
in all departments ; their buildings and works must bear a propor
tion of four to one to those which we see here. Their knowledge
of science also, must be more advanced, and, probably, if they have
more highly-developed instruments than we, they must have a
better acquaintance with our existence than we have with theirs
that certain geometrical figures
-S 6Ver!
,S!'PP°
which
S aPPPar to affect were attempts on the part of
,t! •
.
the inhabitants to correspond with us, for it is evident that if there
is a branch of human learning which we can have in common with
other beings situated on any of the planets, that branch is certainly
geometry , and hence it has been proposed, perhaps with some
sense, to trace on the great plains of Siberia a well-known geo
metrical figure-for
instance, that which is used to prove that the
hyP°then"se °f a right-angled triangle is equal to the
slim'ref
sum of the squares on the other two sides.
l
me
IT is now some years since the photographic plate showed
nff „ °m Se"r.;Ve 'han-,he retina in its appreciation of colours or
fart
A 1 H
. FNSLTLVENESS 'NAY be estimated by the following
takpn Thf w
I
PhotoKrapher to have her portrait
taken. The photographer after putling her in position wished to
make sure before she left that the photograph was
i
hastened to develop the picture on his plate. What was hfs surDr,"e
to find that the plate, though otherwise excellent, was covered with
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" But some are dead ? " the marshal said
To the lady from over the Rhine;
And again the lady shook her head,
And civilly answered, " Nein ! "
" Husband, of course," the marshal said
To the lady from over the Rhine;
And again she shook her flaxen head,
And civilly answered, " Nein !"
" The devil you have!" the marshal said
To the lady from over the Rhine;
And again she shook her flaxen head,
And civilly answered, "Nein!"
" Now, what do you mean by shaking your head,
And always answering ' Nine' ? "
"Ich liumi niclit Englisch I" civilly said
The lady from over the Rhine.
"E n.3™e Lloyd's arose from the circumstance that the head
quarters of the London underwriters was originally Lloyd's Coffee
House. It is now a set of rooms on the first fioor
of the Royal
Exchange, London, frequented by merchants, shipowners and
underwriters, for the purpose of obtaining shipping news' and
transacting marine insurances. One large room, with small rooms
attached, is set apart for the use of underwriters, and there two
enormous ledgers lie continually open, the one containing a list of
vessels arrived, the other recording disasters at sea
About
£40,000,000 is annually insured here. There is scarcely a port
where one of Lloyd's agents is not stationed. The intelligence
contained in the ledgers is diffused every afternoon through the
country by the publication of " Lloyd's List." Ai.-A designates
the character of the hull of the ship ; the figure is the efficient
state of the anchors, sails cables stores, etc. Surveyors apppoSted
by the society examine all vessels in course of construction
A CORRESPONDENT asks me the meaning of a Member of
Parliament applying for the Chiltern Hundreds. The follow?™
R tr't,'^Thei Ch'ltenl Hundreds are a tract of lane? in
Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire, the steward of which is nomf
nally appointed by the Crown, with a salary of twenty shillings"
and the fees of the office. In olden times it was the duty of this
steward to protect the people of this district from the robbers of
the Chiltern Hills. Although the need of a steward has happily
disappeared, the stewardship is retained as a convenience for'any
Member of Parliament wishing to resign his seat
This he ™ Z
not do, but by accepting a post under the Cro.,n, he is at once dis
qualified to sit in the House. To apply for
and accent
L
stewardship of the Chiltern Hundreds, is, therefore, merely a
formal way of getting rid of parliamentary fetters. The appoint
ment is usually accepted one day and given up the next
f ,h„
stewardship of the Chiltern Hundreds happens not to be vacant a?
a time when someone wants it, that of the manor of East HunrlrJt
Northstead or Helpholme will answer the same purpose
The
term hundred is a name given to a part of a county in England
supposed to have originally contained a hundred families or W
r lree_
men, or a hundred manors.
FENIANS were so called from Finn or Fioun the reputed LO- 1
of the ancient Irish militia, levied as early as <100 11 c The mnd
appellation, Fenian, is from the Latinised form Feniu and
coined to designate the followers of Fenius or the Irish-Amenvln
section of the Irish Revolutionary Brotherhood bv the Am t
head centre, John O'Mahony, a man who gave much timt to"?^"
study of the historical traditions of Ireland
Fenian sm lr „
promoted from the United States, had for its object not me™ y
Ireland03
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I HAVE been accused of making these technical notes too mas
culine, and of paying too little attention to the intellectual require
ments of the fairer sex.. This week, therefore, I propose that the
piece ilc re Uumee shall deal with a topic essentially feminine as to
subject matter, though I hope it will not be without instruction and
interest to the sterner half of humanity.
IN one of our monthlies, a short time since—I forget which
appeared an exceedingly interesting sketch, written by a French
woman, contrasting French and English girlhood of the past and
present. It pointed out that thirty years ago the contrast was at
that time more striking and the differences more accentuated. Nor
were these so merely on the surface. The two systems of educa
tion were radically opposed. All over France, wherever and
whenever the English method of bringing up girls came up for dis
cussion, mothers would express themselves about it in no measured
terfns ; even the pleasant freedom of companionship allowed and
encouraged between English girls and their brothers would be
commented upon, and almost as a matter of course if it happened
that some girl less carefully trained than the average were alluded
to, the remark, " Oh, she is quite English," would be heard with a
very unmistakable accent of reproach, even from the lips of those
who had never exchanged a syllable with a member of the English
nation. This severe judgment of our neighbours has greatly
decreased in the present day; indeed, in Paris, among those gener
ally recognised as constituting the upper classes, it has almost
entirely disappeared, and with greater knowledge of English life,
the difference between the two natipns grows daily less striking.
THAT this breaking down of the barriers between nation and
nation may be accelerated in every way, is devoutly to be desired.
But revenons 11 nos mot/tons.
THE transformation in the education and bringing-up of girls
in Paris and most large French towns is even more wonderful than
that which has taken place in the same lapse of time among their
brothers. The change in their education has been both radical and
speedy. It has also extended far, and is by no means confined to
the higher grades of society, where the superficial distinctions
between different nations are in many ways slight. Formerly
where young girls would have been kept strictly secluded either in
their own families or in schools or convents during the years of
their education, they are now to be seen, escorled by their mothers,
attending classes of all kinds, history, literature, music, drawing, etc.
Uncomplainingly, mothers follow their daughters from class to
lecture, and from lecture to class, sometimes even neglecting their
households, and often to the prejudice of their own health, but
they keep their daughters at home, and that compensates them
for all I
THE reason for so great a change is simple and natural. An
education by means of lectures and classes is easy and far from
costly, while private lessons were expensive and could not always
be obtained.
Few mothers had themselves received enough
instruction to undertake that of their daughters, others had not
the time to devote to it, and the system of home education under
the care of a resident governess so thoroughly understood and so
universally practised in England, has never taken root with us.
There still remains the alternative of education both religious and
secular, either in schools or convents, but this system entails the
separation of parents and children; and so it is not to be wondered
at that the former have joyfully adopted a method which enables
them to bring up their daughters under their own supervision.
THE result of this, so to speak, out-of-door education, and the
constant intercourse between girls of all ages, has naturally brought
about, in the last fifteen years, a remarkable social revolution.
French girls have become more independent, and have acquired a
greater freedom : in a word, their individuality has begun to assert
itself.
" THIS transformation which has taken place in Paris in the
society in which I live," says the lady whose article I have quoted,
" and among the children that I see growing up around me, has so
far scarcely made itself felt in the provinces, or in the innumerable
small towns of France. Nevertheless, the point of view is every
where gradually changing. A great number of young girls are still
educated entirely at home, with no external assistance beyond what
can be procured from the professors of the local colleges, or from
the teachers of the national schools ; but the desire for knowledge is
developing in these young minds, and the doors of their intellect
are opening more and more widely. Facts and questions of
national or general interest which formerly a young woman learnt
only when already a wife and mother, are now eagerly inquired
into by girls. Married life is now no longer looked upon as opening
the first possibilities of higher cultivation and intellectual improve
ment, and thus while our daughters are better prepared for the
worthy discharge of its many duties and responsibilities, we find
the usual age for marrying somewhat retarded."

HITHERTO it has been rare for French girls to dream of seeking
any other "career" than the natural one of wife and mother.
Many reasons, into which I cannot here enter, have brought about
this difference between the daughters of the two countries divided
by the Channel ; girls in France almost always marry, v. hereas great
numbers of their English sisters tread alone the path of life ; but I
may allude to onefeature of French society which cannot consistf ntly
be ignored in an article on French girls. I refer to the numerous
religious orders to which almost every Catholic family con
tributes one or more members. These communities are devoted
to the education of the young, rich or p.ior; to the care of the sick,
independently of the hospitals (whose doors a blind prejudice has
nowadays in Paris, closed to all religions); and to various works of
charity. A devoted phalanx is thus constituted, the importance of
which can scarcely be exaggerated. One or two figures will suffice
to give some idea of their numbers. The society of the Sisters of
St. Vincent de Paul, extending as it does through all countries,
includes among its members more than 15,000 Frenchwomen ; and
in many departments I could instance religious orders, sufficing for
all local needs, amounting within a restricted radius to live or six
hundred sisters. In this way we meet a difficulty which elsewhere
perplexes political economists, and have no reason to take thought
for the future of our unmarried daughters To sum up, the average
of French women are certainly better educated than they were
thirty or forty years ago, and one is glad to see that so satisfactory
an improvement shows no signs of retrogression. In all directions
the level is rising; so much the better, even though it has the
effect of diminishing the number of brilliant exceptions.
MOST of my readers are acquainted, by name at least, with the
City and Guilds of London Technical Institute, in connection with
which many of our examinations take place, but, I fear, not a few
have very hazy ideas as to the scope and constitution of this
institution, situate in Exhibition Road, S.W., and which was
opened in 1884. It is designed to give advanced instruction in
those kinds of knowledge which bear upon the different branches of
industries, whether manufacture or arts. The management is by a
committee and a board of studies. The building cost about /75,ooo,
and the furniture, fittings, and appliances, ^25,000. The courses
of instruction are arranged to suit the requirements of persons who
are (i.) training to become technical teachers ; (ii.) preparing to enter
engineering or architects' offices ; or (iii.) desirous to acquaint
themselves with the scientific principles underlying the particular
branch of industry in which they are engaged. The complete
course extends over a period of three years, but there are lecture
courses in the subjects of mathematics and mechanics, engineering,
mechanism, and the application of dynamics to practical problems,
strength of materials, etc., hydraulics, practical physics, surveying,
electrical technology, and chemistry. The elementary teachers'
courses are carpentry and joinery (elementary and advanced) and
experimental physics. The summer courses for teachers and
others include lectures and laboratory work—(1) mechanics
of construction ; (2) chemistry, with special reference to
the requirements of architects, builders, and engineers; (3)
testing of dynamos and motors; (4) graphical statics ; (5)
methods of determining the fundamental standards of electrical
measurement ; (6) gas manufacture; (7) paper manufacture; (8)
lighting, warming, and ventilating; (9) building. Candidates who
desire to qualify for the diploma are required to pass an entrance
or matriculation examination in (1) mathematics and mechanics,
(2) mechanical drawing ; (3) physics ; (a) chemistry ; and (5) French
or German. On the results of this examination the scholarships
are awarded.
Fees, entrance examination, £i\ matriculated
students (complete course) £25 a year. The lecture courses vary
from £1 to £6 per term or session, according to the subject taken.
Elementary teachers, 10s. or 15s. for the course of twelve lessons.
There are special terms for laboratory work. The scholarships
comprise one value £60 a year for two years, and free education the
third year ; three value of the students' fees for three years ; two of
/30 a year for two years, one with and one without free education ;
one of £50 for three years. The building is replete with scientific
apparatus and appliances, laboratories, and workshops.
THE Vanderbilts of New York have given the minister of their
church carle blanche to build a People's Palace on the lines of the
Regent Street Polytechnic and the Institution in the East-End.
The scheme will probably cost not much less than £200,000. The
building is to comprise a large hall to seat a thousand persons, a
Sunday school to accommodate a thousand children, a free diningroom for the absolutely destitute, boys' and girls' club-rooms,
workshops for technical training, and other features of such institu
tions. Such a scheme, after the initial expenditure, will require
about £10,000 a year to maintain it in full working efficiency.
A VERY useful manual, entitled Public Education in Cheshire,
has recently been published by Mr John Hey wood, of Manchester,
price IS. It is compiled by Mr. J. T. Brunner, M P., and Mr. T. E.
Ellis, M.P., and is full of information for those interested in
technical instruction. It is likely to prove of the greatest service
at the present important stage of the question. It is a pity that
a work of such general interest should have received so local a
title.
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it Strange Ejrpcricncc ani> its Sequel.
(Continued from page 56; commenced January 16th—back numbers can be
had on application at the Office.)
His tenets were alwaysas hold as they were sincere, and he pos
sessed the courage of them to a degree which won him easy foes while
it made him a few fast friends. In religion his liberality and tolerance
were held as execrable by hordes of pietists for whom his white
life might well have been a secure exemplar. Had he lived a few
decades later, he would have been far more outspoken and rational
istic. As it was, he waged a stout enough fight with orthodoxy to
stir indignantly the sluggish blood of many bigots. My own more
pronounced but equally unconventional attitude in early life was a
direct result of the model which he set me. Thanks to his in
fluence, I faced the dogmas and platitudes of daily existence with
a prepared antagonism. My natural faculties were good, but I
detested the complexities of linguistic study, and could never
master them.
Latin and Greek were odious to me, and
all my efforts to gain the slightest literary solace from such writers
as Horace or Sallust, Homer or Thucydides, were pitiably barren.
At the same time I felt an alert disposition to declare classical
systems of education a foolish traditional vagary. I have never had
occasion to alter this estimate. The more I have contemplated
what huge ignorance our world contains, the more I am led to
deplore time wasted in any sort of culture not purely practical; and
poems, histories, essays written many centuries ago in languages
now for ever dead, are past doubt the reverse of practical. All
thoughts which these enshrine, however noble and precious, may
be made clear to us through translation, and indeed have been so
made clear ; it is therefore idle to set out by a long and circuitous
road for the arrival at ideas which a much shorter one may reach.
The passionate defence of the classical system undertaken by
certain zealots in this and other countries cannot but make the
truly impartial observer realise with what hard struggles old useless
faiths die. The antagonism which I now began with so much ardour
to manifest in this one direction was but a single evidence of my
multiform desire toslay prejudice by reason and dissipatesuperstition
in proof. Such eagerness of longing after the actual ana demon
strable in all natural, social,or ethical problems at length gave me a
certain celebrity among my associates at Heidelberg. But though,
like all enthusiasts in thought of whatever quality, I soon gathered
about me a certain rather fervent clientele, it was not long before
the surroundings of a German university began to fret and depress
me. I remember writing home several letters to my father in
which I unmercifully lashed with sarcasm the principles of tuition
that confronted me and the dreamy character of the philosophy
that we students were called upon to investigate and endorse.
My wails gradually ceased, however, as the tone of my father's
responses indicated how slight a sympathy they woke in him.
And then, by degrees, a cynical but very noteworthy and
significant change took place in me. I determined to probe
the philosophies of Kant, Hegel, Fichte, and other less noted German
thinkers to their remotest roots. A kind of scornful impetu
osity went with this task as I now attempted it. I had already read
the great Schopenhauer with reverence and delight, though his
genius, both for the analytic and the synthetic, had irritated me,
not seldom by its a priori postures. But his hatred of nearly all the
philosophy which his own land has produced, and his cordial
rapport with the open-air vigour of the best English thinkers,
gleamed forth refreshing in my recent experiences.
And yet
Schopenhauer did not by any means wholly please me. I longed
for purer reason still—that which Bacon so finely
began, and
Herbert Spencer so capably continued.
My career at the University may be described as a laugh
of irony lasting four years.
At the end of this time I had made
myself detested by a number of my co-disciples and sincerely
liked by a special rather loyal minority of them. My professors
abominated me for my hostile disdain of what I frankly denounced
as foggy idealism.
I yearned for freedom to pursue the
mathematical and scientific studies which now seemed prefer
able among all human cults. Occasional trips to England during
terms of vacation had brought me into contact with minds pat
terned most congenially after my o*n.
Demonstration, exact
thinking, the placid and patient search after physical law, the
agnostic if not the atheistic way of regarding all final causes, and
the fixed creed that mortal intelligence could never pierce beyond
defiant boundaries of matter itself while very plausibly and sensibly
hoping for large realms of material enlightenment in the future—
these considerations and assurances held a prodigious rule and
influence over my daily life. I drew a deep breath of relief when
the University at length delivered me (and with no mean honours
of graduation, reluctantly as these were bestowed) from its resented
tediums. On the eve of my escape, as it were, I sent my father an
almost rhapsodical letter of self-gratulation. " I quit these bourns
of insufferable German mysticism," I wrote him, " for evermore.
With your permission, I shall spend six months in England before
re-seeking you in New York. There are certain clinging vapours yet
in my lungs, and even in my very garments as well, which the health
ful breezes of Britain are needed to medicinally exorcise. Next to the
happiness of seeing you again will be that of abandoning this priggish
community in which I have so long dwelt—a spot of residence
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where one breakfasts on dogmas and dines on provincialisms. .
My letter continued for many paragraphs in just this vein of hyper
bolical invective, broken here and there with fond allusions to the
happy anticipated meeting between my father and myself.
But, as fate bitterly ordained, he never received the lines. An
apoplexy of fearful suddenness assailed him shortly after I had
written them, and the cablegram which told me of his death reached
me while I was actually bidding farewell to my little coterie of
adherents at the University.
A dreary voyage across the Atlantic brought me to New York
with sensations of desolate bereavement. I was now in the full
flush of youthful manhood. The fortune left me by my dead
father was an exceedingly ample one. But I had no near
relations, no one with whom I could hold pleasant friendly
converse regarding the dead, whose dumb grave, in a suburban
cemetery not far away, stared at me its pitiless apology for consola
tion. And yet my reception back into the city of my birth was by
no means an uncheering one. I was Douglas Duane, a young
gentleman of large income and unimpeachable position. There are
no people so anxious to recognise its own arbitrary distinctions of
caste as the Americans, in any one who strikingly represents these
equipments. When monetary points of attraction also become
apparent, the social opportunity, so to speak, is an unlimited one.
In my deep mourning 1 soon found that what are called " our first
families " proffered me numberless chances of special and flattering
diversion. But I must state abruptly and plainly that I soon per
ceived just what lay behind the whole hospitable movement, and
without hesitation condemned it.
I rapidly made up my mind
that I did not by any means desire a welcome into New York
society. Perhaps a fair majority of my hosts and hostesses con
cluded simultaneously with myself that I would not at all do for
their salons and dining-rooms.
I was certainly not by any means a conventional figure. I did
not wear my hair long, and there was 110 startling eccentricity about
my collars ; but, for all that, I chose to walk in no beaten track of
fashion. As long as I kept well within the bounds of cleanliness
and good taste, it mattered very little to me what sort of an ap
pearance I made. Symmetries and graces in inanimate or impassive
things never greatly appealed to me. The beauty of women rarely
woke in me more than a transient admiration.
Colour gave me
only a neutral satisfaction, not very far from positive indifference,
and when I saw it most brilliantly treated by Art I was fondest of
those pictures in which it accompanied the literary or " story
telling " element.
Music I passionately loved, but this means
music of the modern, elaborated, intricately melodious sort, and
not the facile jingling tricks of earlier Italian composers. I played
fairly well myself, never having the slightest inclination to become
a " performer," and indeed disliking persons who had gained such
goal of accomplishment, unless they held at their finger-ends
that
marvellous system of telegraphy between these and the heart-strings
which we agree to call genius.
But I possessed none of the little airy, factitious, insincere
courtesies which society finds so agreeable because they ring as
falsely as itself. When people bored me by their vanity or irritated
me by their shallowness, I kept silent. No earthly force of suasion
could have made me speak in a dialect that was detestable to my
sense of manhood. I was often held to be boorish and insolent
when I really felt shocked alone. And yet my reserve, my reticence,
was by no means always unintentional. The women who now
showered bland civilities upon me, with their rustling silks, their
floating perfumes, their decorous and yet often audacious nudities,
their hollow phraseology of idle compliment, their suggestions of
fatigue ill hid beneath a self-imposed veneer of the mondaine and
the femmc legcre, wearied and depressed me unspeakably. 1 could
not be of them and with them. I was man of the world enough to
see that they would never have noticed me at all were it not for
my name and fortune. While I secretly deplored their artificiali
ties, I had a very clear conception of how they were probably
yawning at my stupidity behind my back. And all the while
I was sensible of a capacity for accepting with the gladdest
welcome what was simply and unaffectedly feminine in their sex.
I was already a mathematician, and it has been said of mathema
ticians that they have no positive sentiment for women. But of
myself this was not true. I may have been cold, ratiocinative, an
idolater of fact, a hater of revelries, but at the same time, during
this dubious and unsettled term of my life, I covertly acknowledged
a wish for worthy womanly companionship.
Perhaps I should not chronicle a certain incident which befell
me one evening after dining at the house of a lady high in worldly
prominence. And yet to narrate it will be to explain the precise
need which haunted me, and my profound abhorrence for any
mere sensual agency which might present itself for the gratification
of that need.
The hour was about ten o'clock. I had left Mrs. Van Peekskill's
lofty Fifth Avenue stoop, thankful that I had been able to tear myself
away so uncompromisingly,from the bevy of diners amid whose befurbelowed and white-necktied company I had been thrown unawares.
Mrs. Van Peekskill, who was a distant relative of mine through my
mother's family, had sent me a dinner-invitation imploring that I
would meet a few friends at her house very informally.
The little
scented note bore an allusion to our kinship, and a tender touch of
recognition, also, that I was in mourning for my father.
" But it
will be such a small, inoffensive assemblage," ran my third-cousin's
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delicate hand-writing; "you will feel almost as if you weredining with
me en fanulle, and that, you know, vou will have a perfect right to
do, as we are so nearly united by blood." We were not in any way
nearly united by blood, but as Mrs. Van Peekskill. a New York
grandee, had chosen to think so, my acquiescence in the polite
fallacy was thus rendered daintily imperative.
I went to her
dinner and found that a kind of gaudy trap had been sprung upon
me. It was a gathering of modishly-attired merry-makers who
soon seated themselves at a board loaded with flowers and silver
and crystal glasses. The wine (and of wine I have never partaken
throughout my whole life except in the most sparing way) sparkled
from a little group of glasses set at each plate. The air of the room in
which we sat was heavy with roses. Viand succeeded viand served
on plates of costly porcelain. The guests were nearly a score and
their chattered merriments fell on my ears with an irksome
monotony. I silently execrated the whole entertainment The lady
whom I had taken in to dinner was young and of blooming visage
But as I looked into her conscious eyes, as I scanned the
deliberated abandonments of her glowing and artistic costume,
as I heard fall from her lips their neat yet empty common
places blent with a coquettish challenge that seemed almost
mechanical in its well-ordered adroitness, I silently began to
regret that Mrs. Van Peekskill had ever plotted to bring us together
When the long dinner was ended, I asked myself whether
or no the lady had by this time made up her feeble little mundane
mind that I was a sort of semi-civilised ruffian. Afterwards came
the cigars with the men, none of whom, in their stiff uniformity of
formal shirt-bosoms, interested me beyond a concealed inclina
tion to cover them with ridicule.
And then, a little later,
came what I could not but regard as my most blessed
escape.
I was certain that while I shook hands at
parting with Mrs. Van Peekskill there lay the glitter of ice itself in
her would-be winsome smile. I was personally unprepossessing.
My countenance had a rough-hewn and sombre look, and not a
single point in my general appearance was of the kind by which
women are won at first
sight. Since my entrance into these
drawing-rooms I had done and said nothing suave or graceful
enough to dispel the impression wrought by my plain and rather
melancholy exterior. But I cared nothing for any such impression,
favourable or the opposite. I was only too thankful to rid myself
of a most uncongenial atmosphere.
Fifth Avenue gleamed quiet and stately as I struck downward
through its narrow and yet imposing domain, not far above ThirtyFourth Street, where the majestic marble mansion of the dead drygoods king, Stewart, loomed pale against a keen-starred sky. The
weather was almost perfect in its breezeless but stimulating calm.
November was dying, and yet no fierce news of winter had given even
a single chill premonition. Theextraordinary, lingering, unparalleled
autumn of America was regnant on this especial evening, and with a
cool, rich charm that no one can fitly value till he has seen and dis
liked the vapoury, chilling autumns of most European lands.
I no
longer dwelt in the family home in Bleecker Street; it still remained
my property, but it had been rented to a German Jewess, who kept
there a theatrical boarding-house for transitory and perhaps eflete
members of the dramatic profession. My present apartments were
at the Albemarle Hotel, that most dignified of New York inns, which
has preserved through many years a prosperous gravity unharmed
by the palatial smartness of the Fifth Avenue Hotel on the one
hand and of the flaring and flamboyant
Hoffman House on the
other. I had possibly reached Twenty-Eighth Street, in my down
ward walk, when I suddenly saw the form of a solitary woman
emerge from the heavy encompassing shadow of the corner I was
about to pass. In another instant the light of a near lamp struck
upon her face. I paused involuntarily as I saw it. Something
made my heart beat quicker.
I discerned the face per
fectly, and it seemed to me full of the most exquisite
girlish loveliness. In London, whose horrors of street-harlotry I
well knew, I would not have thought of pausing. But here in New
York, where vice is kept so much more decently within doors, I
at once obeyed such a desire. The girl showed not the least
aversion to pausing also. And yet I thought she looked the very
incarnation of innocence, with her luminous dark eyes beaming
from a face of virginal fragility and sweetness. Her attire was so
mean and shabby that it did not surprise me when she asked for
help. I stood before her simple, lily-like face and ill-clad figure
with a glow at my heart which all the grandeurs and braveries of
Mrs. Van Peekskill's dames d'honncur could not have created there.
I presently questioned her of her family, and received such
hesitating and stammered answers that for the first time I began
to suspect she was not telling me the truth. And then, in the twink
ling of an eye she dropped her mask. Letting her head fall backward
a little, she looked at me with the look no woman's face has to my
thinking ever worn and yet preserved its beauty. . . I scarcely needed
to hear the reckless words and the little wanton ripple of laughter
.which now left her lips; I already knew the dispiriting truth as
clearly as when these had told it me ! . . . Putting a feyv coins into
the girl's hand, I hurried away from her. In an instant her
believed purity had become for me the most repulsive shame. But
her poetic face, with its eloquent eyes, in which the chastity of a
young soul seemed sleeping, haunted me afterward, amid more than
a single dream. At the same time, this brief yet pregnant episode
revealed to mo my own changed nature. I had passed through a
few wild follies, first at the University, and again in Paris. These
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had been somewhat savage mutinies, too. of my baser against mv
better parts. But now the last had brought their foes under in
dexible discipline. I comprehended that hereafter all my mental
lights were dimmed, so to speak, except the cold and bright one of
reason. Human sin, the degradation either of man or of woman
was loathsome to me, for causes which concerned a severe moral
code of utilitarianism rather than through what we term instinctive
or intuitive repugnance. I loved the good of life and shrank from
its evil exactly as I would have chosen to walk through a daisied
Held rather than a snake-haunted marsh. I had become a philo
sopher who saw in all self-soilure what he believed the worst con
ceivable folly,—disdain of those marvellous reasoning-faculties
winch mark so broad a line between men and brutes.
In the company of my own sex I was far more contented than
at such entertainments as those of Mrs. Van Peekskill
Here
immediate flight from distasteful associates in every way was easier
and the intensely practical character which my own mind was now
each year assuming with sharper definiteness made me find some
thing of interest in observing or questioning almost every male mind
I encountered. Sometimes—as, for example, in the fashionable
Metropolitan Club, of which I had been promptly made a member
—I would meet a type of manhood that taxed endurance and tried
respect. I mean the perfectly idle "swell," who tranquilly exulted
in having both his capacities and his energies represented by the
roundest of zeros, and who took for granted that I, on account of
my known wealth and some absurd claim which he insisted on
connecting with me, and which he chose to call my " position,"
was of just his own lazy and effortless turn This sort of drone
in the huge hive woke my spleen and vexation. When he talked to
me of his four-in-hand and his betting-book, his polo-playing and
his yacht-races, his coarse gallantries and his equally coarse con
descensions as a person of matrimonial market-value, I am afraid
that he more than once noticed with surprise my discouraging
apathy. But, after all, such occasions were infrequent
Still, the
club soon wearied me as a place of habitual resort, and besides,
I had set myself a course of decidedly hard reading, varied with
many experiments which involved the strictest care and the most
rigorous mathematical calculations. One day, while searching
among some old scientific volumes at a second hand book-shop
in University Place, near Washington Square, anxious to discover
here a certain treatise, long out of print, but which I had been
told there was a chance of my thus lighting upon, I made, or rather
re-made, the acquaintance of Floyd Demotte. How woful is the
commonplace of reflecting from what trifles of incident our most
vital future misfortunes may be born ! And yet the pertinence of
such a meditation pierces me just now
Had I never known Floyd
Demotte, the horror, the strangeness and the agony of this little
history might never have been written. And I was so completely
without the least presage of what lay stored black and threatening
for me in the future, when a tall, pale gentleman, of apparently
about my own age, came up to me in the dim, dingy, book-lined
place where I stood, and said, putting out his hand—
" I am sure that I am right. You are Douglas Duane It is a
good while since you and I met, and we have both changed a great
deal, of course. I hope, however, you remember me. I am Floyd
Demotte."
" Ah, yes ; true enough," I answered, taking his hand. " Floyd
Demotte, 1 am very glad to see you again."

(To be continued.)
ON Monday week last, the Playing Fields' Committee met at the
Polytechnic. As mo t of our readers are well aware, the object of
this Association is to secure for the cricketers and footballers of
London, an acreage for recreation, somewhat in proportion to the
necessities of the case.
At present, it is oftentimes a matter of
considerable difficulty for many London clubs to obtain a regular
" pitch." Already much has been done, especially in obtaining
suitable plots of ground for the use of clubs in the East-End of
London, and the Committee are now directing special attention to
the needs of clubs in the South West, South East, Western, and
North Western districts of the Metropolitan area.
IN the crimson of the morning, in the whiteness of the noon,
In the amber glory of the day's retreat,
In the midnight, robed in darkness, or the gleaming of the moon,
I listen for the coming of His feet
I have heard His weary footsteps on the sands of Galilee,
On the Temple's marble pavement, on the street,
Worn with weight of sorrow, faltering up the slopes of Calvary,
The sorrow of the coming of His feet.
Down the minster-aisles of splendour, from betwixt the cherubim,
Through the wondering throng, with motion strong and fleet,
Sounds His victor tread, approaching with a music far and dim —
The music of the coming of His feet.
Sandalled not with sheen of silver, girdled not with woven gold,
Weighted not with shimmering gems and odours sweet,
But white-winged and shod with glory in the Tabor-light of old —
The glory of the coming of His feet.
He is coming, O my spirit! with His everlasting peace,
With His blessedness immortal and complete.
He is coming, O my spirit ! and His coming brings release.
I listen for the coming of His feet.
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Character.

"For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he."—P«IOVKKBS xxiii. 7.

THIS is an age of wonderful inventions; but that you have be Ml
brought here this evening is a more wonderful thing than human
skill ever produced. It may be likened unto a mill that is running
without pause, except to ring the hours of sleep
This marvellous
mill of the mind is fearfully and wonderfully made. Fill it with
the golden wheat of pure thoughts and noble thoughts and holy
thoughts, and the outcome of it will be a life worth carrying up to
the judgment-seat of Christ; but if selfishness, sin. and Satan
supply the grist, the outcome of it will be misery and endless
perdition.
" Keep thine heart then with all diligence," for
out of it are the issues of this life and of another. Let
paratus for purposes worthy of an immortal being. If all
the thoughts that the omniscient eye of God may have seen running
through your hearts during the past week could be exposed before
this assembly, some of you would be staggered ; some of you per
haps would blush for shame, or cry out with horror. Others—oh,
I suppose many of you ! might draw on many a sweet and holy
meditation, many a living impulse, many a useful sugge tion, many
a happy, holy thought that has enriched your lives and pleased
your Saviour. It all depends on whether Satan or the Spirit of
Christ controls the heart, for as the man thinketh with the heart,
so and such is he.
Let me now deal with the subjectof thought dete-mining spiritual
character, moulding our conduct, making us happy or wretched,
fitting every one of us for heaven or for hell. The cipacity of think
ing is a most wonderful thing.
Here lies a man's supremacy over
all the world about him. One of our greatest artists once told how a
beautiful maiden haunted him by day and night, entering
in, and going out of the corridor of his mind, until at last he
caught the beautiful image and transferred it to marble.
The spirit of John Bunyan yet walks the earth in his beautiful
heaven-bound " Pilgrim's Progress."
Christ's atoning work was a
Divine thought far back in the purposes of the Godhead. That
plan was from everlasting only a plan until Jesus Christ set foot on
our globe. The pulpit in Britaia or elsewhere, if it were not for
this greatest of thoughts, Christ crucified, had better never have
been reared at all. And all great undertakings and glorious enter
prises and attempts for men's salvation were once only thoughts.
The combined thought of James Watt and Robert Fulton brought
me a few days ago across the ocean.
To-morrow many of you
will go out of this beautiful land propelled by the thought of
Stephenson
Britain's poor eat untaxed bread from the large
thought of Cobden and glorious John Bright.
The thought
of
John
Raikes entered this edifice
this afternoon
in
thousands of Christ's children gathered in the Sabbath-schools.
The dead heart of John Wesley rang ten thousand church bells
to-day. Shaftesbury's thought lives in hundreds of children in
ragged schools. Oh, the world is governed by thought ! This very
Book is God's blessed thought for our salvation ; and there is no
such benefactor of our human race as he who sends a great golden
thought on and on down through the centuries.
If such is the progress and potency of thought we see how the
character of a man's thoughts determines the character of his life.
His actions are inspired from within. Every project of the soul,
whether of action, purpose, or principle, has first a germ. Every
full-grown eagle was once in its mother's egg. every oak was an
acorn, and all the rich tilth of your beautiful island was carried
out in the hand of the sowers of the seed. So do our services
of Christ
proceed from germs of
thought, from noble
purposes that soar upwards from the noble heart of the
strong-winged eagle which once had its egg in the heart.
All
spiritual thoughts—John the Baptist's, Whitefield's, Wesley's
—are the outcome of innumerable seeds of truth which
sprouted, germinated, growing, yielding thirty, forty, or a hundred
fold. Do not you see how important it is, then, that every thought
should be nursed and fostered ?
How much the world has lost by
the lack of happy thoughts God only knows.
And how much your life and mine has lost of beauty and
spiritual power from this same cause! A noble life depends on
fostering the thoughts, quickened by the Holy Spirit. There is not
a Christian in this church this evening but owed his or her
spiritual freedom to the direct act of the Holy Ghost
bringing home conviction to your soul.
There was a first
thought, "lam a sinner"; and a next thought, " I need a Saviour ";
and a next thought, "Christ is the Saviour for me" ; and out of
this omes your hops for this world and for heaven. And of all the
crimes, beloved friends, that you can commit against your soul
there is nothing like quenching the Spirit of Almighty God. Oh,
that still, small Voice ! I entreat you, hear it, heed it, and obey it!
Now arises the thought whether preaching is profitable or not.
A vast amount of preaching in this city and elsewhere comes to
nothing, but it is not so much the fault of the preaching as of those
that fail to receive it. It is the settling of milk that develops cream,
and it is the settling of a soul after Divine service that makes it
spiritually valuable.
I imagine that the air of the sanctuary is filled with swarms of
birds from the hiuses, from the shop, from the counter, all ready
to swoop down and catch away the seed of God's truth, that it may
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yield no fruit for time or eternity. You ought to fasten on every
truth as with a nail driven into the conscience, for I would
remind you that the first
hour after you withdraw from God's
house determines whether it should be a saviour of life unto life, or
of death unto condemnation. Nowhere is the difference between
the two classes of hearers—those who hear and forget, and those
that hear and practise. All the outer actions of a Christian life have
their origin in thought. Sin lies in the soul in germs as well as in
actions That is my second point; and as good thoughts are to be
nursed, encouraged, and carried out, so the moral success of life
depends on killing evil thoughts. When they have grown ? No;
kill them in the act. There were ten minutes in which a bucket of
water could have saved Chicago; aften ten minutes, what ? One
hundred millions of dollars gone into smoke and ashes. Every
thing was once a little thought
Guilt lies not in having the
t , >ught, for (earful ttioughts may often come to the godliest people.
Bunyan tells us he had such terrible thoughts excited by the devil
that he was fain to plunge into the fourteenth chapter of John for
delivery. The guilt lies in what ? Opening the door to the
thoughts. The real difference between a good and a bad man is
this—that one fosters the thought of evil, and the other quenches
it. During our Revolutionary War the same temptation was
offered to two men, Reed and Benedict Arnold. Reed said, " I am
a poor man, but no king is rich enough to buy me." Benedict
Arnold touched the gold, and his name drifts down through
American history an object of obloquy and contempt.
The
difference was, one was hospitable to a bad thought and the
other shut it out. Everything wants a thought. The indulgence of
thought makes sinners : the acting out of a thought makes trans
gressors. I would say to the young men here that the indulgence
of a thought in the heart is the first step, the carrying it out into
action is the next step. Do not you see now where sin can be most
readily and succe ;sfully encountered ?
Not in the last stage or the
second stage, but in the first.
Determine, young man, that you
will never touch the first glass of intoxicating drink, and you will
never be a tippler or a sot. It is the first
glass that swarmed hell
with multitudes of lost men, often men of brilliant genius. Extin
guish fires by putting out the sparks. How many a man would be
horrified with the sight of a full-grown sin, who nursed, petted, and
dandled the infant sin inhis heart, and thought it beautiful! Young
people in my church sometimes come to me and say, " 1 am troubled
with bad thoughts; what shall I do?" " Do not think of them." "But
I am troubled with impure thoughts." " Do not think ofthem." Some
times they say, "lam troubled with awfully sceptical thoughts
about Clod, my Bible, and my Saviour." " Do not think of them "
My only protection in forty-five years of Christian experience has
been clo ing the door against Satan when he is suggesting
sceptical thoughts about my Saviour and the Gospel and my
salvation.
Keep thy heart bolted against evil thoughts, for
as even a little bat entering a room is hard to expel, it is harder
to expel a terrible thought that once enters the soul. " As a
man thinketh in his heart so is he." The sensualist is only a
filthy thinker, and when converting grace comes, if it ever comes,
it is not easy to turn his back to the wall. A miser's thought is all
dwindled to a sovereign or a penny held so close to his eye
that he cannot see God or eternity. Does a man think of the
pleasures of the table ? He is an epicure or a glutton. Of the
excitement of the drive or the chase ? He is a sportsman. Of the
joy of the wine-cup ?
He ia a tippler. Let me know what your
soul turns to, and thinks most about when left to itself, and I will
determine your spiritual character before God, and at last it may
be before the judgment.
This leads me to say, in the next place, that there are few
purer and richer pleasures in this world than the enjoyment of
sweet thoughts. I have stood upon the heights of Manhattan,
where God permits me to live, and watched the splendid scene,
when the Narrows leading down to the great wide sea
appeared like a splendid vestibule walled upon either side
with walls of living green, and out of and in through
that splendid vestibule came fleets
from all lands beneath
the sun, going out with freights and bringing freights home. So
is a godly man's heart. From that heart proceed large purposes
for Christ, and if through that heart flows a continual river of rich
experience and Bible studies, and, above all, if there is a constant
stream of love of the Lord Jesus Christ pouring itself into the
soul and filling
it with all the fulness of God, such people are
never poor : their heart rejoices.
Blessed thoughts coming and
going make the soul ofttimes merry as a cage of canaries. Such a
soul would be happy in a prison. In fact, there was such a soul
once, you know, in Bedford Gaol, and the nimble fancies flew in
like white feathers, and godly, saintly Rutherford said, " Christ
came to me in Aberdeen, and every stone in my room flashed
like a
ruby."
These happy thoughts do not require you and me to go
to market, or to sit at table, or to make an expenditure.
All
they ask is heart room, and to have a welcome.
But oh, I am afraid, as I look over this audience this evening
that there are some who have come here bringing other thoughts
—sad thoughts and hard thoughts, I fear—about God. Some of
you, I see, wear the habiliments of mourning, and are sorely tried
by God's dealing with you! and I fear that some of you are
indulging in unkind acd bitter and rebellious thoughts against God
As long as your heart is filled with such thoughts there can be no
happiness or psace.
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Go home to-night, dear friends, and open the door and let the
Master in. Happy, happy is he who hath that Guest continually
with him, and then out of the gocd thought of his heart the good
manor good woman will bring forth good things to the glory of
their Master and the enrichment of others.
But while the possession of holy thoughts gives life its most
exquisite pleasures, I would say there are no greater curses and
tormentors than the perpetual tortures of wicked, ungodly thoughts
These are the demoniac possessions of modern times Such
people are actually vexed with the devil when their minds are filled
with impure thoughts, blasphemous, covetous,ambitious, unchristian
thoughts. To go through some men's hearts would be like a walk
through Newgate Prison
Every rcom has a rascal in it, ard the
punishment accorded to the wicked man is to be shut up with
himself. The only conception I have of hell is an immortal soul
thrust down from God and locked up with self perpetually. For
as heaven is restless activity, resting not day nor night, hell is the
only place I know of in God's universe where a person has nothing
to do but to think and think acd think for ever and ever
What
perdition is that to have a soul entirely without Jesus Christ!
Out of such hearts the apostle tells us proceed evil thoughts,
adulteries, murders, and thefts, and all manner of iniquity. These
evil things come from within a man, and defile and destroy him,
for if our heart condemns us, God, who is greater than our heart,
will condemn us in the judgment.
Finally, the heart determines our everlasting destiny. A heart
without holiness never shall see the Lord. An unconverted heart
cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven. To such a person heaven,
it seems to me, would not only be a strange place but a place of
self-upbraiding and torture, and a man might roam through the
whole shining company and ask for an outlet where he might not be
continually tormented with the thought of his own depravity.
The last word I have this evening is, Christ is the one only
purifier of the heart. He can change the fountain-head, He can
make it send forth bitter waters or sweet, pure, refreshing waters
Even as I have watched in my own native land a little pool bub
bling up, and it is enlarged and swells until it becomes the
majestic Hudson, and bears fleets
on its bosom : so the
little well of grace in the converted heart goes on deepening,
enlarging, swelling out, until passing, as it were, through
banks of living emerald, it empties into the great Atlantic
Ocean of the infinite love. Admit Christ to-night. Methinks He
is in this sanctuary knocking, knocking, knocking: "Open
the door, and I will come in and dwell with you ; open the door,
and I will bring the life everlasting." There is not a soul in
Christ Church sanctuary this evening that may not go home and
have Christ with him, with her, from this hour onward and for
ever. Admit Christ. That is all.
Admit Him, for the human breast
Ne'er entertains so kind a guest;
Admit Him, and you will not expel,
For where Christ comes He comes to dwell.

Booli*worh.
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the second open night of the Letterpress Class, held in
No 9 Room, the following paper was read before the class by
Mr. Nay lor, one of the students I am expected in the space of a single hour to describe and
explain what would, if dealt with in a thorough marner, occupy a
much longer period
It has been my endeavour to put before you,
in this paper, as clearly and concisely as possible, and in simple
language, a practical treatise on this most important branch of the
compositor's work. It is inevitable that 1 should omit much that
ought to be given ; it is for you to remedy the deficiency ; and, if
you differ with me in any way, I ask you plainly—" Spare me not "
—for by criticism and discussion we can best arrive at the truth of
things, technical as well as moral. I will now ask you to bear with
me while I re-introduce you to the old familiar spot, " the room at
the top."
The first procc s in the making of the book, so far as the com
positor is concerned, is that of casting-off the manuscript copy.
To plunge at once into the subject, we will suppose the manuscript
of our book to be 500 folios; the publishers wish to know how many
pages these will make in demy 8vo, set in pica type, and also cost
of composition of the same. Now every printer should know at once
the measure and depth of a demy 8vo page, and I would recommend
students to commit to memory the width and depth of all 8vo
and i6mo pages.
The measure of demy 8vo then, we find
to
be 24 x 42—an easy figure
to remember, for you have but to
know the width to transpose the figures
for the depth. This
depth, of course, is from the top of the head-line to the foot of
the last line, so that in casting off our manuscript we must dis
count two lines from the depth, representing the head-line and
white beneath it, these cot being in the manuscript. We then
proceeded to cast off in the following manner:—
Count the number of words in the whole manuscript, and
reckon each word, incltiJing space, to average six letters; as each
letter averages a nut quad, each word (of six letters) will
represent three ems of the type in which it is set. We will
suppose the number of words in our 500 folios amount to 50,000 ;
if we multiply this by three it will give us the whole number
of ems—that is, 150,000. We thus have 150,000 ems in the
whole manuscript.
The size of each page is, without the head
line, 24 x 40, or an area of 960 ems. Divide the whole number
of ems by the number of ems in a page, and you have the
number of pages the whole manuscript will make. Thus: —
24 x 40 width and depth
40
900 area in ems of page
50,000 words in MS.
3 ems to a word (including space)
150,000 ems in whole MS.
900) 150,000 (156| = (practically) =157.

IT is interesting to notice, as showing the identity of

children's
tastes all the world over, the similar character of the games played
by English and Indian children. Not to mention the making of
mud pies, there are two games at least highly popular in English
villages which are played with equal enjoyment by Indian boys.
One of these is " hockey," and the other " peggy.1' The former
game is well known in the Punjaub as " kudo kundi " The latter,
called in the Punjaub, "gulf danda," is not so widely celebrated,
being chiefly indulged in by street Arabs and village children. A
small piece of wood, about four inches long, is sharpened at both
ends, and an attempt is made by one player to throw it into a ring
distant about eight feet from the place where he stands ; if he does
not succeed his opponent strikes the " peggy," or pointed piece of
wood, with a stick, and while it is in the air drives it with another
blow as far as he can. The other player has then to throw it from
that place into the ring, and if he succeeds, it is his turn to take a
hand with the stick ; if not, the same process is gone through over
again. It is difficult to understand why these two games should be
played, in nearly the same way, in countries so remote from one
another as India and England. It is unreasonable to suppose that
they flourished
when the common ancestor of both peoples lived in
his home on the Oxus, before his children migrated eastward and
westward. The probability is that these games were brought
into England by the gipsies, whose Indian origin is now beyond
question.

BRISTOL at last has followed suit with all other great cities in
the matter of technical instruction, and the intelligent view
recently taken by the Town Council in the matter of the application
of Bristol's share of the new fund allocated to County and ISorough
Councils, under the Local Taxation Act of last year, must have
been extremely re-assuring to the friends of education in this
locality. A committee has now been appointed to consider and
report upon the requirements of Bristol which can be furnished
within the provisions of the Technical Instruction Act, and on the
sums, if any, which should be appropriated in aid of those objects
out of the new fund under reference. I hope later on to report
progress.

By reduction:

50,000
3
(150,000
\ 1,250
G25

Answer—157 pages,

4)G25

10 sheets of 1G pages.
15GJ = 157 pages.
[Mr. Hamilton, in his paper on "Type Standards."has shown
you how to ascertain the number of pages this would make if set
in smaller type, and also the system of ascertaining the weight of
type required, etc.] The cost of composition is arrived at in this
way
Pica is charged for at the rate of ;d per thousand ens. We
have in our manuscript 300.000 ens. To these we must add the
composition of the headline and two whites per page, or 144 ens
per page ; altogether, in 157 pages, 22,000 ens to be addtd. This
makes a total of 322,000 ens
7d. per thousand = £9 7s rod.
The cost of composition of three blank pages made up at the end
to complete the sheet, should be added to this, making the answer
practically £9 11s. 4d.
, ,
, .
I have, as you will see, dealt with the cost of the whole
number of sheets ; but in practical work it is necessary only to
supply the number of sheets and the cost per sheet, casting-up as
I have shown thus
1,920 ens in a page.
144 ,, head and two whites.

16 pages

plete pay
a sheet

sheet of sixteen pages.
33.024
pence per thousand
0*3'

19s. 3d.

practically, Answer—19s.
sixteen pages.

6d.

per sheet of
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The cost par thousand in book-work is 7d. from pica to brevier
inclusive ; minion, 7|d.; nonpareil, 8d.; pearl, 9a.
This des
cription of work is performed by the clicker, who is generally
appointed by the firm ; the men in newspaper ships, as a rule,
appoiut their own clicker. It is his duty to serve out all copy ;
superintend the making up, etc., of the work ; to book' each man's
work, wages, etc., in the ledger; and show exactly the total cost
at which the work is produced.
In giving out copy the clicker places the man's name on a
slip of paper, and the number of folios he has taken up, as a
reference in the event of any of the copy being lost, or to trace
the make-up should any one happen to be what is technically,
though may be vulgarly, termed " in the basket."
We will now suppose that the compositor is about to put in
" letter." The first tnmg that presents itself for our consideration is
the lay of the case. The question of the lay of the case has
occupied the mind and time of many printers in their endeavours
to improve, but the result remains practically the same as it was
many years ago. The Jay of the case differs but slightly in different
book-houses, and then, perhaps, only in the arrangement of the
upper case. The caps are best placed in the lower part of the
ri-jht half, with the small caps above; the figures
being on a level
with the caps on the left half of the case, above these being placed
accents, note-signs, etc., and beneath fractions, etc. Regarding
the lower case, I would recommend the following departure
from the recognised lay to those who have the permanent use of
their cases: the transposition of the thin spaces and the lower-case y,
and the transposition of the nut quad and the lower-case p, thus
bringing the spaces close together. This is but a slight alteration,
one easily acquired, and saves a deal of time in spacing out, more
especially in the wider measures.
In experimenting on this
change, it is advisable to first fill
the case in the ordinary way,
afterwards transferring them as I have stated ; for if you experiment
first in distributing, it requires considerable concentration to
prevent the four different sorts accumulating in each of the boxes.
After, however, getting accustomed to the change by composition,
you will experience no inconvenience.
Unless you have the
exclusive use of the case, I would ask you. for the sake of those who
use the case when you have done, to keep the recognised lay. And
I ask you fellow-students, who are able, to give this, as well as
other suggestions, a practical test; for, as Mr. Alexander has more
than once pointed out, we might theorise in this room for ever
and a day, as the saying goes, without receiving benefit, unless our
theories are practically carried out in our frames; what we
work out here with our brains, we must work out there with our
hands. Having decided on the lay of the case, the next point is
tha height of the frame on which the case rests, and in this,
as in all other things pertaining to this world, there exists a great
divergence of opinion. The proper height of a frame is that which
best suits the compositor concerned; it depends on two things,—on
the stature and the sight, good or bad, of the compositor. If one
has good sight, it will be to his advantage to have the cases as low
as will enable him to set the type at the quickest rate—as low,
perhaps, as the waist; but should his sight be weak, then it would
be best to have them, say, on a level with the che.t. The size of
type, too, causes a difference. So that, without stipulating astandard
height, I would say, the case should be in such a position that he can
lift with ease, and without bending the body ; he should, in fact, be
in such a position as is expressed in the word " comfortable."
W e have now fixed our cases in the most convenient position
for ourselves, and proceed to the stone for the purpose of lifting our
" diss," which may be tied up or stacked on boards, or we may pos
sibly have to lift it from the forme; in any case, be careful, and always
use a brass rule for the purpose of lifting. Having placed our " diss"
upon a galley, the proper proceeding next is to untie the cords,
secure with sidestick and quoins, and wash the type with lye,
giviog it afcerwards a thorough rinsing out with water —a proceeding,
I am sorry to say, many compositors fail to perform. I would urge
upon all fellow-students this operation of cleansing the type, for
reasons manifest and important. In the first
place, it preserves
the face of the type ; a very different result is obtained at the end
of six months from type regularly cleaned than from that on which
ink, dirt, etc., are allowed to accumulate. Secondly, it accelerates
the speed of the compositor—dirty, greasy type being responsible
for many of the false motions so prevalent. Thirdly, it is healthier
to handle clean type than that which leaves the germs of disease
upon your fingers, or from which you breathe the odour of printing
ink and turps. The time is not lost that is spent in cleaning type,
lor the time is repaid with interest in many ways. It is honest to
yourself and to your employer, and although well aware that com
positors are looked upon as never likely to approach the perfection
of angels, yet I would remind you that "cleanliness is next to
godliness.'
In lifting a handful of type to distribute do not take
up too much at a time, as there is a risk of dropping a line or two
without the proper amount of sorting.
And now for remarks on the science of distribution.
Do not
endeavour to be too quick, and be sure a stamp is dropped at everv
motion of the hand
I say drop, because it is a habit with many
to throw their stamps in, wasting time and energy in doing so; the
stamp should drop, or fall, from between the lingers, and
remember, "gently does the trick."
Never take up more than
about two average words at once, and always take the space pre
ceding the word, so that at each succeeding word, the space is the

first to fall.
I think it is a good plan to occasionally drop a thin
space in with the thick, as a great help in spacing out in
composition, and at the same time tends to equal spacing, this
should be done when the letter next the thin space is close to the
thick spice box„such as t, h. a, etc.
Should, by any chance, a
letter fall into the wrong box, search for it for if you do not
find it out, it will find
you out in the proof!
This may seem
trilling, but then the whole trade of a compositor is made up of
trifles, welded into one great whole.
.
Having now filled our case with letter, we make up our stick
to the required measure. This all-important tool of the compositor
is very often sadly neglected. It should be cleaned and slightly
oiled at least once a fortnight, and be regularly tested. There are
several kinds of sticks in the market, but two seem to hold the
field for general work ; the thumb-screw and the old-fashioned setscrew
The former is very convenient when the measure is con
tinually changed, but the drawback to these is that they are seldom,
if ever, perfectly true. The old-fashioned set-screw, however, is
generally faultless in this respect, but takes a little extra trouble
to adjust; one of these, made in nickel or German silver, will last
a life-time, and does not require such an elaborate process of
cleaning. I need not, I am sure, impress upon you the desira
bility of possessing a box of rules.
Other necessaries for
compositors employed on book-work are : a hanging galley (used
in over-running matter in authors' proofs, etc.), two strong bodkins,
a pair of tweezers, a file, a pair of shears, a type scale or gauge,
a space-box for correcting at stone, and a persuader. This last
you may not be acquainted with. It is very useful for fitting
the
quoins previous to locking up a forme, and is made by bending an
old rasp to a curved right angle.
1 he following is a good arrangement for a space-box :—

Well, we have set our stick to the measure, and taken up " a
take " ; now what is the best and most convenient position to place
our copy ? In book-work, for those who have good sight, over the
figures on the left of the upper case is the most approved style;
but if figures
are frequently used in the job, or the sight is bad, the
following is a good arrangement, providing the copy is of convenient
size : first,
with a bodkin pierce the bottom right-hand corner of
the folio, then gently prick the bodkin, with the copy attached,
to the off-side of the hair space box, and, by a manipulative
wrinkle of the cornerof the folio, the copy is made to stand upright,
quite close to the eyes, whilst not obstructing any of the boxes. An
objection may be raised that this would damage the wood-work of
the case, but as the one perforation serves the purpose of all, little
weight is to be attached to the objection.
Do not use guides in
composition ; they take up much time, in addition to making the
compositor depend on other than his own energy and ability ; leave
it to the eye alone to find the word last composed, trusting to your
own attention rather than to guides, to keep the reader from
finding
you "outs."
We have now fixed
our copy.
If it
should be difficult reading, first master the contents; in fact,
it were best for all copy to be read before commencing to compose;
punctuation will con.eeasier, and "outs" avoided.
I also beg of
you never, if it can possibly be avoided, to insert a quad for a
work you are unable to decipher.
Raise the whole room, from the
boy to the overseer, before proclaiming, in that white space, your
impatience or inability.
Many are the mistakes a compositor is
likely to make through iaattention to the subject of the matter he
is composing, and I may be excused if I brighten a somewhat dull
paper by quoting one or two of many. Instead of " the democracy
have an abundance of pleas," one man set up "the democracy
have an abundance of fleas"
; another in an article on gardening,
instead of "fullblown roses," put in "full-blown noses!"
A
third, and this occurred at my own office a few weeks ago, made an
amusing blunder in a critique on a new book.
" The authoress is
seen at her best in her short stories," so the critique ran ; but this
the ingenious compositor rendered : " The authoress is seen at her
best in her shirt sleeves!"
Such mistakes are amusing to read, but
they serve to illustrate the dangers of inattention to the work in
hand.
Now take your stand at the case, with feet slightly apart,
and resting firmly
on both legs; hold your stick firmly
in
the left hand, allowing it to follow the right to every box.
This last is a most important point
to remember, and
the time thus saved is incalculable.
" More haste, less
speed " is a golden rule; do not snatch at the stamps as though you
had some wrong to avenge. It is amusing to see some workmen do
the " light fantastic " with every stamp they lift, or do not lift; and
wonderful to think what a simple operation it is, after all, to pick
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up a metal stamp and place it in the stick-I say tU.-e i. w
this is a more practical expression than "lift Th ' „• ^.a?M
1 "«re. right before you, are your stamps—t h e
there
; and
there" your stick. FirstP" fix" the' lowercase
banish all else from your mind except the nicks on tha/lT ^
B
t. now let your stick make love xo the box L, 'our fZ
k
and put your lower-case tin the stick-/.«< it in Ln/ ^
, fs !"•
or jerk it in or flourish it aloft, or dropft below,simT ' ' 11
and while doing so, fix the h in the same manner, and so on Vhh
the rest always letting the stick follow the pick-up
The »
is the chief factor in picking up stamps: do not work with he
fore-arm. Be satisfied at first
with a slow certain
?
speed will follow as a matter of course.
Be' Dar.irn^r
T' a"d
spacing, and divide words as seldom as possible ; these two Ji^ts
are the high-water marks of a workman's ability
M .ch^re
might be said on this subject but time does not pemit except a
few remarks on the setting of a table. The principal points to be
studied in setting tabular work are-neatness, clearness and Un°
fortuity; the width of the columns should vary as little as possible •
space should be inserted on either side of the rules; headings look
best in even small caps of a smaller body ; each column shluld be
made up to even ems of ,ts on;, body, but should the
table be entirely of figures,
it might be speedier to sr. them
rl£" a«°ss' TlnUVhe, rules afterwards; in choosing the siz™
0 the body of the table, bear in mind that small type with plenty
y
of space is better than large type and no space
Punctuation does not require mechanical skill: it is difficult to
advise how best to acquire this desirable knowledge
It is chieflv
obtained by extensive reading of all kinds, and carefulattention to the
reader s corrections in the proof : many apprentices -and journey
men, too, for the matter of that-rush through their corrections
without paying due regard to the reason for the insertion of this
comma or that semi, and consequently repeat the mistake in the
next take of copy.
Do not, however, imitate the man who
punctuated by system, as he called it; he put a comma somewhere
in the first line, a semi in the second, a colon in the third and a
full-point in the fourth.
When asked what he put in the next
he replied, " Why, I commence again."
But we must get on, and I will finish
this part of my paper
with a few general remarks
Do not talk while composing; if you
find it necessary to enter into conversation with all who approach
the frame, stop work. Do not let your thoughts wander from the
copy in hand; c mcentration is a quality most desirable in all
compositors. Do not stand with one foot on the frame. Do not
drop stamps on the floor;
if you cannot help doing so, please pick
them up
To sum up: Bi careful in all things, and keep thyself
r
3
to thyself.
So much has been said of late regarding composing machines
that my paper would be incomplete were not some mention made!
There are many workable machines in the market, and two more
prominent than others. These are the Linotype and the Thorne
1 cannot stay to describe even these, except to mention that the
Thorne is on the lines of the old machines, and uses ordinary type,
but has a self-distributing apparatus ; whilst the Linotype is con
structed on a comparatively new principle, setting matrices instead
ol type, and, casting these line by line, turns each line out in
one solid, type-high block-this being its chief advantage, and
upon investigation, its disadvantage.
All the machines claim
unrivalled performances ; but the fact that master printers have
remained passive during the many years they have been
before the public, does not give the compositor much cause to fear
of being outrivalled. When electricity is mistress of the world, no
doubt the composing-machines will click-click by night and by day,
and the compositor will look upon them as friend rather than as
foe. To return to the primary subject, let us suppose we have com
pleted the composition of our book, and have received the proofs
from the author ready f>r making-up. The galleys should be in
the rack all together, in proper order, and close to hand. Before
proceeding to make up, ascertain all particulars as to style, head
lines, chapter-heads, imposition, etc. The following is a classifi
cation of the different parts of a book, a knowledge of which is
necessary in making-up :—
ODDMENTS, or PRELIMINARY MATTER, comprise the following :
—bastard-title, title, advertisement, dedication, preface, contents,
introduction, errata, and, at the end of the book, index. The
bastard-title is often confused with the half-title, this latter being
merely the title heading over the first chapter. In setting the title,
the types are generally confined to titlings, black letters, italics,
and sometimes the thin sanseriffs.
The
series known as
Ronaldson and French titling are very familiar in the titles
of the present time.
The chief aim in setting the title is
legibility, neatness, and a proper regard to effect; too much
attention cannot be paid to suit the style of the letter to the title of
the book. For instance, supposing the title of the book to be
" Old English Customs, with Latter-Day Comparisons." Nothing
would suit the line "Old English Customs" better than a black
or Old English letter, whilst "Latter-Day Comparisons" might
oe set in titling caps, to make a line of suitable length. The
bastard-title, preceding the title, is generally set in a smaller size of
the same series, as is also the half-title. The preface and intro
duction may be set in the same type as text, with an extra lead, or
in type a size larger, with an extra lead, depending chiefly on the
length of the same, and the size of the type in the text. A style of
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setting the advartisemsnt cannot b> laid do»n, as th- nature of
Ttle dedication is confine! to cap» and
smafls n7a° VB7i m 'Ch
tha. nf ,h *m,Vler.,>'P'' the name of the dedicator in caps, and
monumental f v
'5. <*ps a sizj larger, the whole being set
monumental fashion. Errata, same as text
The stvle of the

sizD4™deP;ndS KCl!iefl/,0n ,ha ^anti.y : capl and smalt!
or hvnhfnl
measure, and run out with full-point,
measure
* TV aPPsarance; but when heivy/bilfTe end of h^fPtr and ,0wer C?se' is 'luite suUable
Index, at
S
leSS' lialf measurfi. and with
figures
|SIZCSword.
inures close
cjose un
up trwh
to the*end °f the last
The expression "two
set intone v
I
* VCry broad meaning; for when the'text is
5„P/ .y
Re °!L ver>' sma" '• may mean what it does not
sav
dtdicJL, *Tremg a short page' such ^ tlle advertisement or
5
put
tW0 plcas more benealh ">an above, for if
DbcS Sh T?
Jb '.he same amount top and bottom they have the
rner,it„f
° Prm[ed of
8 low 'o centre
These pages,
Sd« «nrfT1Se the oddments, and with the exception of the
index generally form the first sheet or half-sheet of the work
E.S

small's

nealer

, lese are 561 in various styles: nothing, to my
than an even small-cap line, or italic caps and

,hirdS"™?ES T !?"erS PJaced in ,he foot-line of the first and
Dla« PhU„ sift ,S,heet' and •Serve several Purposes
I" the first
the compositor as the name or number by which
R ''s USed
owni to the folders and collators it serves as a
T S
arranging the same. They are set in small caps or italic,
and generaUy placed at the beginning of the white line but more
?°r,re5t'y Placed at the end of the line, so that when the sheets are
° td an,d, f,ewn' th.e ProPer order of the sheets may be more easily
tested. If the number of sheets exceed 26, we should continue with
AA, etc., for very large numbers, however, figures are to be preferred
r\OTES are references to matter in the text. A cut-in note is let
into the measure, the matter at the side being three or four ems
J1"1 down the side of the page, outside the measure,
°"., heJ°'10. Slde of 'he pige. Foot-notes are used in connection
with lwte-signs-namely, star, dagger, double-dagger, section,
parallel, paragraph—and go at the foot of the page
Each oaee
commences afresh with a star ; should the nites be numerous,
these signs are doubled.
Superior and inferior figures are now
taking the place of note-signs ; these are small figures on the text
body placed above (superior), and below (inferior) the range of the
fount. The foot-notes are set two sizes removed, and should in all
cases be separated from the text by a thin dividing rule.
Well, I think we were about to commence the making-up
We have our galleys to hand, page-cords ready, stone clear, etc
Our first proceeding is to set the headlines ; these should be set up
a sheet at a time, so as not to delay the imposition. In making up,
test each page with a reglet cut to the proper length, and throw
out all wrong leads that may be found.
Use a brass rule for
lilting the matter; a proper making-up rule, with projections at
each end, should be obtained. In tying up the pages, always leave
the end of the page-cord rising from the page to facilitate the
untying. Let us now suppose ourfirst sheet is made up,andthatweare
'o.mpose It as a half-sheet of sixtesns to a sheet of the paper sup
plied. It is, of course, impossible for me to give you, were I able,
all the impositions used in printing; but these are easily to be
obtained, and are well worth studying. But it is well to remember
that in all impositions the first and last pages always come together
side by side, and that in ordinary impositions, when the folios of
any two outer pages are added together the total is one over the
number of pages in a sheet. thus, in a half-sheet of sixteens, 1 and
16 are seventeen, 9 and 8 seventeen, and so on with the rest. The
difference between sheet and half-sheet is -in sheet-work the paper
when printed from one forme is backed by another, while in halfsheet work the sheet is backed by the sime forme and afterwards
cut in two. The number of pages in a half-sheet of sixteens is 16 ,
in a sheet there are 32 pages, and so on with all other numbers!
Folio is I leaf, or 2 pages; quarto, 2 leaves or 4 pages; octavo, 4
leaves or S pages ; sixteenmo, 16 leaves or 32 pages ; duodecimo,
12 leaves or 24 pages, and so on.
To return to the sixteen pages of our particular book. First
clear the stone with a rag preparatory to laying down the pages,
which in our case is a half-sheet of sixteens. This will serve the
purpose of this paper in many ways, and is laid down as follows : —
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P R O G R A M M E
OK

After having placed on the chase, we then proceed 'o «hat

A1R —Polyphnnus.
o ruddier than the cherry !
0 sweeter than the berry!
O nymph more bright
Than moonshine night.
Like kidlings, blithe and merry ;
Kipe as the melting cluster.
No lily had such lustre ;
Yet hard to tame
As raging flame,
And fierce as storms that bluster!

<£nglis|) anil Sartrb gallsb tfomcrt,
; tn the octavo or sixteenmo, as the case may be.
£°the

To finndethe

TO BE GIVEN

Great care

ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 3Ist,

widfh °oJ

o^page'^I, and' 'measure across to
the
outer edge of page I, allowing the paper to hang over about a
long primer (to allow for trimming); then pu« in the requ.s.te
furniture To ascertain the backs, open the sheet a fold, and
place the edge of the paper to the outside of page 13, measuring
across to the® outer edge of page
in th.s case the paper should
ho flush UD then put in the furniture as before. To hnd the
width of tfle heads, we fold the paper as for the gutters , and
turning it lengthwise, measure from the head of page 8 to the
foot Sf page f, allowing the paper to overlap about a pica. For
the width of the short cross, we open the paper two foldsi and
measure across from the foot of page i to the foot of page 7
the paper being flush.
Having put the furniture in .roughly all
rounVuntie the page-cords, put in a few slack quoins, and go
over again with the paper, getting the measurements exact to a
thin lead. In taking off the cords, be careful to secure each
quarter with a quoin before proceeding further.
1
Having made the furniture exact to the paper, we now have to
cut a gauge for the purpose of dressing the formes that follow
on
The gauge may be cut from cardboard zinc, or from
ordinary leads. In the case of the cardboard or zinc cut
out a square piece of an approximate size, and cut the
four sides to fit
in
the respective places
and
mark
accordingly. The leads are cut to fit
in the furniture, the
length of the lead constituting the width of the furniture ; a small
hole is made in each of the four leads, a page-cord run through
and tied loosely together, each being marked plainly with its
proper name-heads, gutters, backs, and s-hort-cross. Everything
being ready, tighten the quoins with the fingers, and gently plane
the form—gently, mind, for the quoins are not properly fitted, and
the type comparatively loose.
Now fit
the quoins using the
persuader to drive in the pages, and tap up all round. Do not
knock the quoins down flat, as locking them up in this way causes
the chase to rise. Then plane down again to see that the pages lie
flat on the stone ; take your shooter, and lock up, starting with the
quoin at the head of the footsiick ; do not use much force in the
first drive but go round the forme a second time to complete the
locking-up.' The shooter best suited for this operation is one with
an open mouth. The forme, if all is as it should be, is now ready
for pulling ; but, alas ! in these days of defective furniture and bad
justification, it is best to test the forme before lifting it from the
stone This is done by placing the mouth of the shooter under
the bar of the forme, so raising it from the stone: then press your
fingers over the forme to find ihe loose parts, especially the folios,
which, owing to short or soft furniture, are apt to slip. In the case
of the folios being loose, I scarcely know what to advise.
Duty
and conscience say, " unlock the forme," but practical habit says,
•• touch it up with a bodkin."
Now I would by no means condone
slovenly habits, but I do think it to be more economical some
times, to both master and man, to tighten a line or folio with a
bodkin ; but, mark you, were I the foreman, I would see to it that
the cause of this effect did not occur again.
It is not necessary to
plane the form a third time, unless the pages are—but should not
be—springing, in which case it is also necessary to unlock the
quoins and ease the furniture.
Let us now suppose that the forme has been pulled, the proof
revised, and we are about to correct the forme. In unlocking, the
sides should be loosened first.
Do not correct with the case on the
stone; gather the corrections in the stick, placing them in the
space-box ; this will obviate any overlooking of the marks, as by
that means you go over the corrections twice. Keep your quoins
round the forme, the sides being rather " loosely tight," so that
the measure will not give when changing spaces. Always lift out
when over-running the matter, bringing the hanging-galley to the
stone. We will now suppose that our forme has been corrected
for machine, and that we have to gauge and straighten up
the pages. Having carefully revised our marks, we tighten the
quoins all round with the persuader, pushing the quoins flat.
To
straighten or square-up the pages, we shall have to use the straight
edge, a tool used in book-houses for this purpose. We first fit
the
gauges in every part of the forme, making sure the furniture is
correct, even toless than a thin lead. The first operation in straighten
ing is to measure the distance from the cross-bar to the bottom
line of the pages at either end, namely, pages 5 and 8, altering the
leads to make them alike; but whatever leads you take from one
side of the bar you must put in the other, or the gauge will not
fit. Then measure the distance from the long-bar to the edge of
pages 15 and 16 You will now be certain that your straight line
will run parallel with the bars of the chase. In using the straight
edge, first place it along the white lines at the short-cross, and get
each line to touch the rule.
Now if your furniture, gauging, and make-up were all perfectly
true, everything connected with the length of the pages should be
straight. Well, let us try it. We place the rule along the heads,
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"with- me when I say 'tis time this forme was

done so, and the machine revise is now before
us
If all is as it should be, the readers signature would
be the only mark upon the proof; but in th®. ™a^ine,drTS®'
readers as a rule, think of many things they should have
remembered before, or, as is more frequently the case in larger
offices with a large staff of readers, another reader gets the last
proof and doctors it with a special preparation, and we are then
perforce to correct it on the machine. In gathering corrections
For this proof, take one or two extra commas and full-points, and
in the event of a batter, take the whole word with you for these do
not always show on the proof. Provide yourself with the necessary
tools, and take care that you return with all you took away. .Before
commencing on the machine, insist on the minder securing the
stop-peg. Take especial care here with your corrections, and the
way you handle your tools; do not hurry or something will suffer
from the result of your haste; and lastly, leave nothing in the
shape of type on the bed of the machine when you have finished
your proof We must leave this in the hands of themachine-man, and
again travel upstairs. Here we have before us sixteen pages ot
another job, which we have to impose in small chases ready tor
the stereo foundry, four pages to go in each chase. For this work
we have to use stereo clumps; these clumps are of metal, typehigh, with a bevel along the edge, and are placed all round and
between the pages—the bevel next the type. In our four Pa8®s«
which are head to head, we place a long clump down each side,
another along each foot, one down the middle, lengthwise, and two
short pieces cut off the heads. The inner clumps, which have type
on either side, are turned the reverse way up, which has a do"bleedged bevel. These clumps serve the purpose of bearing off the
pressure from the edge of the type when the paper flong is beaten
in, and gives also a rough level to the plate when cast. Owing to
the heat of the foundry, wooden quoins and furniture shrink and
loosen, therefore, iron screwchases and metalfurniture are generally
used in stereo work instead of the usual kind. The squaring of
these is done by the use of a square, being two rules secured at
right angles, and when this touches the clumps all round, the forme
may be considered square for foundry.
I cannot, of course, in this paper, follow the operations in the
foundry, but will ask you to accompany me downstairs to the plate
room. In this room the pages are received in the form of plates,
these being about a pica in thickness. To make them type-high,
they are fitted
on square metal blocks; the blocks are made in
various sizes, and are put together to suit the size of the
plate to be fitted.
Each block has an aperture cut out
at each side, with a hole, in which a brass catch is
fitted ; the catch overlaps the bevel of the plate, so that
when the furniture is locked up against the catch in the block,
the plate is secured.
This is the system most generally adopted,
but is being superseded by a patent American block, rather
difficult to describe. This block is made of hard wood, with a long
fixed catch secured at the head and on one side.
The plate is
placed on this block and pressed under the catches; a movable
screw-revolved catch on the opposite side is then turned till it
reaches and firmly secures the plate, the cog-wheels propelling the
catches being turned by a tool resembling a comb, the teeth running
along the cogs of the wheels and so propelling the screw, reversing
the direction when lifting the plates. A deal of time is thus saved
on the old metal block method. The ordinary wood furniture is used
for locking up, and the pages are straightened in the same manner
as movable type. The chief economy .in printing from plates is,
that instead of having separate formes for each >six teen pages, the
first sixteen plates may be lifted from the blocks, and another set
laid down and straightened while still on the machine—all this
being the work of the compositor.
Gentlemen, I have now concluded my humble attempt to place
the practical routine of book-work before you. The subject of
book-making in any form is a noble one, and it should be the
endeavour of everyone so employed to make his own part therein
the best. The author justly considers himself the maker of the
book, but no less so is the printer, whose duty it is to make it a
thing of beauty and a joy for ever. The compositor is an important
and necessary factor in producing a good book, and in proportion
to the intelligence required is an ill-paid servant; yet all we can do
to make his services still more valuable should be essayed, so
that, when yet another after the present increase of wages is asked,
the employer will grant it even more willingly than the generous
firms who are to-day leading the way.
The usual vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Naylor for the
excellent paper.
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CONCERT

PARTY.

SOLOISTS:—
M'SS KATE NICHOLLS.

SeI"wePrhave

M,SS

KEITH

ASHTON

MISS M. L. COLE
MR. SIDNEY MARION.

MR. J.

B.
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Miss DAISY HAWES

6. SONG

Pianistes,Miss FLORENCE SIMMONS& Miss EMILY BRANCH
Conductor
..
MR. J. B. MELLIS

P-TSONG

..

"Hunting Song" ..

..

//. Smart.

Parker

//

Row on, row on, row on,
Down the old river for ever .
days that are gone.
1 ides that have flowed return never,
Row on, row on, row on,
Down the old river for ever.
^U'rfjt^at ^ave sh°ne, days that are gone,
Tides that have flowed return never.
SHJ?,that,have shone,

But the stream flows on, tho' the past is gone
Be it shadow for us, or shine,
Still the song love sings, ever softly rings.
In my darling's heart and mine !
Let the sun go by. and the sweet day die.
Let the shadows around us steal;
So that love finds place, still in one dear face,
And we one loving clasp to feel.
And we one loving clasp to feel!

Louder, louder chant the lay,
Waken, lords and ladies gay,
Tell them youth, and mirth, and glee
Run a course as well as we.
Time, stern huntsman, who can baulk '
Staunch as hound, and fleet as hawk !
Think of this, and rise with day,
Gentle lords and ladies gay.

Row on, row on, row on, etc.
7.

Millard.

••

'•
"Waiting"
..
Miss KATE NICHOLLS.
The stars shine on his pathway,
The trees bend back their leaves,
To guide him to the meadow,
Among the golden sheaves.
Where stand I, longing, loving,
And list'ning, as I wait,
To the nightingale's wild singing,
Sweet singing to its mate.

DUET

..
" Weary with Watching"
Miss M. L. COLE AND MR. J. B.

8. VIOLIN SOLO

..

..Verdi.

MELLIS.

" Romance et Bolero"

..

C. Dancla

Miss DAISY HAWES.
9'

" I am Waiting"
..
MR. SIDNEY MARION.

SoNG

"
10.

PART SONG

..

"Carnovale"

PART SECOND.

The breeze comes sweet from heaven,
And the music in the air
Heralds my lover's coming,
And tells me he is there.
Come, for 'tis weary waiting,
Come, for the time is long;
Turn my darkness into glory,
My sorrow into song!

..

Frederick Birch.
..

12.

PART SONG

..

Rossini.

SCOTCH BALLADS.

TI. PIANOFORTE SOLO.. " Balmoral"
MISS FLORENCE SIMMONS.
" Hail to the Chief"

..

Kuhm.

Sir Wallet Scott.

Hail to the chief who in triumph advances !
Honoured and blest be the ever-green pine !
Long may the tree, in his banner that glances,
Flourish, the shelter and pride of our line !
Heaven send it happy dew ,
Earth lend it sap anew,
Gaily to bourgeon, and broadly to grow,
While every Highland glen
Sends our shout back again—
" Roderick Vich Alpine, dhu, ho! ieroe! "

I hear his foot-fall's music,
I feel his presence near ;
All my soul responsive answers,
And tells me he is here.
O stars! shine out your brightest,
O nightingale I sing sweet;
To guide him to me waiting,
And speed his flying feet!

3- REGIT, AND AIR. O, ruddier than the cherry "
MR. ROWLAND J. DOBSON.
RECITATIVE.

..

KEITH ASHTON.

we glide, on our old sweet tide,
When the light in the West is low,
While our oars keep time to the happy rhyme,
jjhat we sang in the long ago !
Ah ! the sweet old lays of the vanished days,
How they carry us back once more
To the golden past, all too bright to last.
1 nat our visions alone restore !
That our visions alone restore

Waken, lords and ladies gay,
The mist has left the mountain grev
Springlets in the dawn are steaming,'
Diamonds on the brake are gleaminp
And huntsmen all have busy been
'
To track the buck in thickets green
Now we come to chant our lay,
Waken, lords and ladies gay.

SoNG

" Down the Old River"

In*boa'

Waken, lords and ladies gay,
On the mojntain dawns the day
All the jolly chase is here,
With hawk, and hound, and hunting spear
Hounds are in their couples yelling
Hawks are whistling, horns are knelling
Merrily mingle, mingle they
Waken, lords and ladies gay.

2'

..

Miss

Musical Director to the People's P,lace. Mr. ORTON BRADLEY, M A
x.

.. Smart

" Lady rise, sweet morn's awaking "

PIANOFORTE DUET .. ••Tarantella "
..
Raff
Miss FLORENCE SIMMONS AN,, M.SS EMILY BRANCH.

MR. ROWLAND J. DOBSON
So'° Vi0lin

PART SONG

5-

MELLIS

..Handel.

I rage -I melt—I burn
The feeble god has stabbed me to the heart.
Thou trusty pine!
Prop of my godlike steps, I lay thee by !
Bring me a hundred reeds of decent growth,
To make a pipe for my capacious mouth;
In soft enchanting accents let me breathe
Sweet Galatea's beauty, and my love.

Row, vassals, row, for the pride of the Highlands,
Stretch to your oars for the ever-green pine:
O that the rosebud that graces yon islands,
Were wreathed in a garland around him to twine!
O that some seedling gem,
Worthy such noble stem,
Honoured and blest in their shadow might grow !
Loud should Clan-Alpine then
King from her deepest glen.
" Roderick Vich Alpine,'dhu, ho ! ieroe ! "

13. SONG

..

..

" Caller Herrin' "

Miss

KATE

..

NICHOLLS.

Lady Nairn.

SONG

..

Lie.

" The Macgregor's Gathering "
MR. J. B. MELLIS.

The moon's on the lake, and the mist's on the brae,
And the clan has a name that is narnelessbyday^
Our signal for fight, which from monarchs we dre ,

m"*

ss 335!*

fetttssesratti"--''*''**
Clenstrae^and Glenlyo^ notongerare^

Gr(f,alach.

tiS^esr/^AThen haloo, haloo, etc.

PART SONG " Wae's me for Prince Charlie"
.

VIOLIN SOLO

..

•'Brindisi Valse''

Miss

SONG
,NG .

..

DAISY

H.A Lambeth
••

D. Atari.

HAWKS.

•• Bonnie Dundee"

MR. ROWLAND J. DOBSON.
" Here's to the year that's awa' "
Miss M. L. COLE.

Here's to the year that's awa'.
Let us drink it in strong and in sma ,
And here's to each bonnie young lassie
In the days of the year that's awa'.

3 lov'd

Here's to the soldier that bled,
And the sailor who bravely did fa ,
Their fame will still live, though their spirits have tied,
On the wings of the year that's awa'.
Here's to the friends we can trust.
When the storms of adversity blaw ;
May they live in our song, and be nearest our hearts,
Nor depart like the year that's awa'.
Here's to the land of our birth,
To the Queen wha's the pride o' us a',
May she ever be blest, and ne'er look with regret,
On the days of the year that's awa'.
19.

PART SONG ..
ac^cntw

Watt.

" Kate Dalrymple"
to 3n8titute

(Sosstp-

PEOPLE'S PALACE CHORAL SOCIETY, Conductor, Mr Orton
Bradley M A —We are to give a sacred concert in the Queen s
Hall 01 Ash Wednesday, the soloists on the occasion being
Madame Adelaide Mullen, Mr. Henry Beaumont and Mr. Wilfrid
Cunliffe. On February 21st, we perform Handel s Samson. The
\ncient Mariner " is in rehearsal, and we hope to be able to give
it early in March.
Members are requested to be regular and
punctual in their attendance as we have so much to do. Voices
wanted in all parts; those with good voices and who.can read well
from either notation should join at once if they wish to take part
in the forthcoming concerts.
J H. THOMAS, Librarian.
J. G COCKBURN, Hon. SJC.
PEOPLE'S PALACE CYCLING CLUB NOTES.—The tickets for the
February Cinderella are now on sale, and early application will be
necessary to secure the much-sought-for passport.
The Secrelary has several designs for the new badge for the Committee to
decide upon at their next meeting.
The Stanley Show, which
opened on Friday last at the Crystal Palace, at Sydenham, was
officially visited by the Palace Club on Saturday last. Nearly all
the interest in this exhibition lies in the cushion and pneumatic
tyres, together with novelties in the accessory department. For
the sake of those members who visit the show to-morrow, I note a
fe n things that should not be missed. Stand 4 J . Harrington's tyre.
Impossible to cut, as the whole of the cushion part of the tyre is em
bedded in thefelloe; and isbelow the levelof the rim, where thecutting
takes place. GOY'S STAND —Boothroyd's pneumatic cushion tyre,
Foster's cushion, the ordinary cushion, and Dunlop's pneumatic.
REFEREE STAND.- The Referee pneumatic tyre as well as Dunlop's
patent. The Start Cycle Company have the far-famed clincher
tyre. Also look out for the "Wenham" Challenge Shield and
Cycling Challenge Cup, to be found on their respective donor's
stands.
G. Nelson, of the Eastern Counties Road Club, again
won the Home Trainer Championship, for the third year in
succession. Given a good track in the East-End, a few more
championships might find
their way to the sturdy pedallers of

SONG

..

••

"Jessie's Dream"
Miss KEITH ASHTON.
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Blockley.

Far awa' to bonnie Scotland
Had my spirit ta'en its flight,
An' I saw. my mither spinnin'
In our Highland hame at night.
I saw the kye a-browsin',
My father at the plough,
And the grand auld hills abune them a ;
Wad I could see them now !
Oh ! ledd ie, while upon your knee
Ye held my sleepin' head,
I saw the little kirk at hame,
Where Tam and I were wed.
I heard the tune the pipers played,
I kenn'd iis rise an' fa';
'Twas the wild Macgregor's slogan—
"l'is the grandest o' them a'.
Hark! surely I'm no' wildly dreamin',
For 1 hear it plainly now.
Ye cannot, ye never heard it
On the far-off mountain's brow ;
For in your Southern childhood
Ye were nourished soft and warm,
Nor watch'd upon the cauld hillside
The risin' o' the storm—
Ay ! now the soldiers hear it,
An' answer with a cheer
As " The Campbells are a comin' "
Falls on each anxious ear.
The cannons roar their thunder,
An' the sappers work in vain,
For high an' low the din o' war
Resounds the welcome strain.
An' nearer still, an] nearer still,
An' now again 'tis " Auld Lang Syne' ;
Its kindly notes like life-bluid rin,
Rin through this puir, sad heart o' mine.
Oh! leddy, dinna swoon awa',
Look up ! the evil's past,
They're comin' now to dee wi' us,
Or save us at the last.
Then let us humbly, thankfully,
Down on our knees and pray
F'or those who come through biuid and fire
To rescue us this day.
That He may o'er them spread His shield,
Stretch forth His arm an' save
Brave Havelock an' his Flighlanders,
The bravest o' the brave.

PART SONG

January 30, 1891.

January 3°> *891.
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LIMELIGHT AND LYRICS
M O N D A Y , 2nd ' F E B R U A R Y , 1 8 9 1 .

PAET
PIANOFORTE S01.0

PART II.

« Nautical Fantasia "

MR. A. BUCHANAN.
"Nocturne" ...

DUET

P.ANOFORTB SOLO " Sleigh Race Galop "
Miss FLORENCE CROFT.

D

Miss FLORENCE CROFT & MR. ALBERT NUTT "
" The
of the Drum "
MR. W. JOSEBURY.

SoNG

...

SONG

...

RECITATION
SONG
DUET

...

" Mine in my Dreams"
...
(NOT ILLUSTRATED).
MISS FLORENCE CROFT.
" The Star of Bethlehem "
MR. ALBERT NUTT.
" The Newsboy's Debt "

S°NG

L. Kin

"Comrades"
MR. W. JOSEBURY.

McGlennon

OUR SCULPTURE GALLERY.

Adams.
Harpe,

MR. J. E. MORTIMER.
" I couldn't, could I ? "
Miss FLORENCE CROFT.
...
"Excelsior" ...

... Caldicctt.

" The Soldier's Dream " ....
Miss ROSA LONSDALE.

SoNG

v,. ,L

ENGLISH CATHEDRALS AND ABBEYS
SoNG

Roeckel.
... Balfe.

MR. ALBERT NUTT AND MR. W. JOSEBURY.
MUSICAL ILLUSTRATION " Professor Crotchet's Recital

DUET ...
" In the Dusk of Twilight" ...
Parker.
Miss ROSA LONSDALE & Miss FLORENCE CROFT.
RECITATION " Father Phil's Subscription List "
(NOT ILLUSTRATED).
MR. J. E. MORTIMER.
SoNG

"The Bells of Seville »
Miss ROSA LONSDALE.

Lover.

juie%

SKY AND TREE SCENERY, ANIMALS &c
QUARTETTE...

" Good Evening " ...

$11 Ilerrjs IlluslraU ^ifj,

Seymour Smith.

exoeplic0

of fl,8se

AAMTEMON, FEUHT. THREEPENCE, .AD 8RARE«CE.

WEDNESDAY,

" Auld Lang Syne"

The City of London C.C. hold another of their
the East
enjoyable smokers at
the " Champion Hotel,'' Aldersgate
Street, on Friday next. A table has been engaged for the Palace
Club
Mr N. Bright, of 68, Lichfield Road, Bow, will be
extremely obliged if all members will forward to him their present
address (together with their subscription), when he will post them
a receipt by return.
Extracts from Cycling, which should
prove beneficial to many members
One of the most difficult
thin»s we know of is the formation and successful continuation ol
a Cycling Club. It wants pluck, energy, enterprise ; all these must
be backed up with unflagging hard work. Such a club must be
in the hands of energetics. An energetic secretary is an abso ute
necessity, but he must have a following of workers. Ideal club,
ideal directorate, and ideal members. There must be no drones.
A good many model clubs now existing have a good many model
members; but there are alwayssome who, whileexpecting the greatest
of things from the officers, do much towards increasing their arduous
labours. It is astonishing to notice how curiously disinterested
some men are in regard to
club doings. For example, a
general meeting may be called
for
very important pur
poses, and although every member has had notice, only
a small percentage will turn up, others will arrive late. What
can be more disastrous ?
The voting is altogether unsatisfactory,
and those who are present are disheartened. All meetings should
be held under the guidance of an able chairman, thoroughly
conversant with the duties of the post, whose rulings and opinions
should be respected and final.
Laxity at meetings is a fatal and
usual error ; it brings about all kinds of complications, and causes
much waste of time, business, and nothing but business should be
the order, and frivolous members should be sternly checked by the
chairman. As soon as a club becomes an assured and phenomenal
success, it will have enemies.
It holds a prominent and envied
position, and each individual member should be made to feel and to
know that lie has a personal interest in the club's welfare, management, and existence. Moreover, he should always bear in mind the;
he has his club's good name to uphold wherever he carries itsbadgat
and it is a good thing also to know that the good name of a club is
not successfully upheld by bragging and boastfulness, but rather
by deeds, not words."
AJAX.

PROGRAMME

FEBRUARY

PROFESSOR

4th.

B E N N E T T

(LECTURER IN CONNECTION WITH SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM!,

'

WILL GIVE A

DIORAMIC LECTURE ENTERTAINMENT,

BRITAIN

BBTOlfP

ILLUSTRATED WITH

THE

SEAS.

IOO MAGNIFICENT DISSOLVING VIEWS.

PROJECTED ON SCREEN WITH THE AID OF THE MOST PERFECT TRIPLE LANTERN EXTANT

SYLLABUS—Part I.
Port Guern^rthAainitlTre„lNaQl0n|ri-.thf S?

8,°,ry„°f the Ac™e'

Charming View of Carisbrooke Castle.

Enter Peter's

in Marht " llci
ri ,n 6- M"S1C m a HunSalow- I)elhi: Captain Hodson and Sancl.o Panza. Taj Agra • « A Dream
Rise of RritUh P
T J-lmlDStl0D' Meinonal We". Cawnpore. Hinduism. Native Fair. Tiger in Jungle Calcuttaand Temt>le
Kanrfv '"I HI"',9aPta,n Leu W0IJ the Battle of an Indian Jkermopyhe. Nautch Girl. Madras. ' ' '
t emple. Kandy. Little Causes yield Great Results. Savagedom.

EXHIBITION OF BEAUTIFUL EFFECT VIEWS:
Flamcs—MarpnlHt^i'nWfiTWic^ Ca,J'lc
Faust's Study: Mephistopheles, with Vision of Marguerite at Spinnii
ning Wheel
tg rite
Gay
he Women
for mpn
d- s Death.
o
y Floral
floral Scenes.
Scenes. " II lie
Women of Mumbles Head": a true story in verse of what w
women do
QerVi Shflkp.snprp't!
Mnmp in
enor>fo
1 inn it#ifn 1 Statuary,
Qtofinrit etc., etc
n(n
. Kiver Scenery.
Shakespere's Home
in variAHC
various 1
aspects.
Beautiful

_ .

PART II.

Yarra cn e y Harbour, " L'ke a Beauteous Bird." Pioneer Fathers. Melbourne: an Unearned Increment. Star Glorv
Gardens AH«I - i6 T' /V' .E!-DORADO- Wonders of the Gum Tree. A Bird that imitates every sound of Man. Botanic
WaterLlk Of
u" A b r,glnal A PeeP at New Zealand. Nature's Reprisals. A Disenchantment. Maori Habits.
Shoe Nia Slllcf- Honolulu and Queen. Rockies: Kicking Horse Pass—the New Highway to India. Indians. Suow
"I
»i! garu: " Flow 011 for ever." Ottawa. Montreal. Prof. Dawson's Dawn Life 011 Earth. Quebec. Liveruool •
ve tnee, oh my native Isle."
'
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WHOLESALE & RETAIL,

The Gymnastic Classes art

»

(Onnnaita
nn>i>». 11
•. ..
(Opposite tho
the ILondon
Hoipital.)

HOURS

SUBJECT!
Freehand A Model Draw."!
Perspective Drawing .. |
Drawing from th*Antique y
Decorative Designing
Modelling in Clay
t Drawing «oni Life
• Etching .
t Wood Carving
I Art Metal Wk.4 Engraving

Mr. Arthui Lcgg«
and
Mr. Batenian
Mr H. Costello
Mr. T.J Perrln
Mr. Danels ...

SUBJECTS

( Monday \
Tuesday I
1 Thursday j
{ & Friday )
Friday
Tues ATbur
Mon & Friday S.o-io.o
Tues. 4 Thur

Violin
Vioia and" Violoncello
Singing (Advanced) ...
(Sol-fa Not.)...
(Staff Not.) ...
•Solo Singing
Choral Society
•Pianoforte
„
(Advanced)
Orchestral Society

-•jasrssj
ZlraOe

Classes.
DAYS.

HOURS

Thursday .
Monday ...
Friday
Tues. ft Tb

8.0-10
8.o-io.e
8.0-9.30
8.0-10.0

TEACHERS

SUBJECTS.

,Cbln.t.mk«.»De»^L«

p

^^•'aJoinet^Lec.
•Brickwork and Masonry I
Lecture and Workshop j
•Electrical Engin . Lec.|
Laboratory & Workshop|
•Mech. Engineering, Lee-1

(Adv. r

Mr. B. Dent ...
Mr.

Graves

Mr. A. Srenville )
ft Mr. R.Chaston, V
foreman bricklyrj
W. Slingo,
rll.
A.I.E.E., ft Mr.
A. Brooker
/
Mr.D.A. Low(Wh.
Sc.) M.I.M.E., Mr.
D. Miller, ft Mr. G.
Draycott (Wh. Ex.)
Mr. C. W. Gamble
Mr. G. Taylor ...

M

Uy

General
SUBJECTS.

*
^M^feeT^re'ch^rged^'No^on^carfbe
!!£
,ha u,e
trad. to "blch the jnbiect. refer, double ees
inlnc,ude
the PlumbinR
fade.

^

°'

n.oe..ary tool, and materials.
Science Classes.
*
,
Specially in preparation fr th. Examinations of tke Sc„«a and AH Department.

Applied Mechanics ..
,g Construction
ana \
Building
Constructionand
Drawing, Elemen. V
„ Advanced J
Chem., Inorg. Theo., Ele
.. Prac.,

DAYS

Mr. A. J. Evans.
M.A., B.Sc Monday
G. Castle, Thursday ...
A.l.M.E
A. Grenville...

!' Inor'g. ft Org.. Hons,
and Special Lab. Wk. \ >
Prac. Plane ft Solid Geo.,
Elem.
••
ii
Adv.
Mich. Construct, ft Draw.,
Elem.
AdY>
.,
»
Mathematics, Stage^I.

Tuesday
Mr.D.S.Macnalr. 1
Ph. D.F.C.S
AssistantMr. G. Pope

7.30-10.0
7.30-10
7.15-8.13

Monday

7.15-8.15
8.15-10.0

SCOTTISH
Sanftan? Xaunbrp,
131,
MILE END E0AD.

HOUKS

Arithmetic (Advanced)
(Commercial)
.0-10.0
(Elementary!
Thursday ...
Book-keeping (Elem.)
...
(Advanced)...
8.0-q.c
(Beginners)...
(Intermediate]
CIVIL SERVICE—
.—For Telegraph Learners,
Mr. G.J.Michell, I Thursday 6.30-8.4S
Female Sorters, and Boy
Copyists
•••
—F01 Boy Clks., Excise &
Tuesday ... 6.30-9.30
Customs Officers (Begin
ners). ft Female ft Lower
Division Clerks (Beginrs.
(Tuesday . 745-9-45
— F01 Excise and Customs
I Thursday
7-4S-9-45
OBiceis.and Female and
Lowei Division Clerks ..
8.0-9
Friday...
Shorthand (Pitman s) Ele Messrs. Horton and
9.0-10
Wilson
Advan
Report
Monday
Mons. E. Pointin
French, Beginners
Elemen ist Stage
Elemen. 2nd Stage
Eleinen. 3rd btage
Intermed
Advanced A ...
Advanced B ...
Conversational
Herr Dlttell
German. Advanced
9.0-10
Beginners ..
Intermediate
6.0-7.30
Mr.
S. L. Hasluck Thursday
Elocutiou (Class 1) ...
8.0-10.0
(Class 2) ...
8.0-10.0
Tuesday
Mr. T. Drew
Writing .
6.0-10.0
Mr. Kllburne
•Type-Writing
-For Ttrm mding sath December. 1890.
• /» this subject the Students ,
laugh' mdimdually, each lesson being 0/ twenty imnutes juration.

Mon. ft Th

Mr. D. A. Low
(Wh.Sc.)M.I.M.E. \
assisted by
Mr. F. C. Forth Tuesday

Special Classes
SUBJECTS

DAYS.

Dressmaking...

Mrs. Scrivener

Monday

Millinery...

Miss Newall

Tuesday

Thursday ...
Friday

S.45-«M5

Monday
Mr. W. Slingo,
A.I.E.E., and
Mr. A. Brooker... Tues. ft Fri
Mr. F. C. Forth ... Friday
Mr. P. G. Castle, Thursday ...
A.l.M.E.
Friday
1 8.45-9-45
Mr. E.J.
Burrell
leoreucai mcv.u«u.v.
—
,
"fer Session (ending immediately after the Eramination. of th. Sci.no and

Magnet, and Elect., Elem. \
AdT-1
.. A ..
• „
Prac.)
Sound, Light, and Heat ...
Steam ft the Steam Engine

Cookery — Penny Cookery
Mrs. Sharman
Lecture
Cookery—High-class Prac.
Practical Plain
Saturday
Reading for Diploma
Elementary Class, includ-)
ing Reading, Writing, Y Mrs. Thomas
Friday
Arithmetic, etc
J
For Term ending March iCth, 1891
Special

IV. oiuufctiuniv auj-f. V- ...struction, or wismug ™
•--r-r•apparatus and chemicals. A deposit ot (, 6d. will be required to replace
breakages.
Dr. Macnalr
"students desirous of joining this Class will please
^,0ipp"rr.nt°o« under 20 y.ara of a(. will b. admitted t. th. Scl.no.,
Art, end Trade Claaeee at half feee.

SUBJECTS.

CORSETS.

LXCTURE8.
Dr. Milne

DAT.. HOURS.

0E
zS

Com-

Fee

Per Week

?£ ?
Chemists and Perfumer.,
Special Bottles, post free from observation, 15 Stamps.

LONDON WALL,

One door from UoorgateSt

EC

308, MILE END ROAD, E.
(Nearly opposite the Palace).

401, MARE ST., HACKNEY N.E.
Removals by our owl. Van.

MLHN RHPER,
ENTIRELY

NEW

Confectioner,
622,

Arra
M

m*wwm+177,
H A N B U R Y

S T R E E T

Mile End New Town.
ESTABLISHED 26 YEARS.
Cork and Deformity Boot Maker t,
the London, German and othei
Hospitals.

S70CK

C.J.RUSSELL, WATCHES, CLOCKS,

o.W rdi,"g CaJ!,es' Luncheon and
Other Cakes. Biscuits of superior
?orawyA iMl'k Scones- Contractor
Pnl^leddl?.g.and Evening Parties.
Public or Private Tea Meetings.

&

/6

•Per Week.

©

Destroys all Nits
and Parasites in
children's heads,
and immediately
allays the irrita-

harmless.
^
PreparedI only by W. ROG ERS,
Chemist, Ben Jonson Road.
Stepney, E, Bottle, 7d. and ,,

For New Year's Presents go to

WILE END RD.

Jan. 19 1 6
5 Feb. S3
9 Jan. 9 ! <

From

Pianos Repaired, or taken in Exchange.

FAMILY BAKER,

8 0-0.30

And AMERICAN ORGANS,

Show
Rooms.

Cool?

8.0-9.30
6.30-8.0
8.0-9.30
3.0-4.0

R0CERS' "NURSERY"
HAIR LOTION

pianoUrtes'1*
From,

World.

TRIANGLE ROAD, HACKNEY.

E. RICHARDSON,

7.0-8.30

& GOUDGE'S

tht

Highest awards obtained at Palace I
for Design, Tone,
n?.UQt'^iGenfal Excellence of Workmanship. A Seven Years
Guarantee
with every instrument.
m D I A J ™ * WORKS AND FACTORY:—

5-15-7-0
7.15-8.45

lectures.

Mon.
Tu. 8.0-9.30
Mr.'b. A. Low(Wh. Fri. 9.30-10.0
Sc.)M.Inst. M.E.
Univer.Ezten. Lectures (particulars shortly)

Nursing (Women)
Ambulance (Men)
Machine Design

,

JaRRETT

Specialiti
Shirt and Collar Dressing.

^ 164a, ROMAN ROAD.

for Mornen onHg.

TEACHERS.

INTERNAL ORGANS.

thr0"*,m*
N . B .-Advice Gratis, at ,he above address° daily"b T
\
ess' dal'y- between the hours of u and 4, or by letter.
—

THE

Classes.

TEACHERS

°f

matism, Stiff Joints, Old Wounds, Sores Ulcers, and all Skin Diseases.

Manufactured only at 78, New Oxfnnrt

512, Mile End Rd.,

M.. Tu., Fri

Mr. E. J. Burrell

D!S0RDEI<S

I
6
ot
6
6
0
0
0

Mr. A. Sarll.A.K.C. Monday

*ioin

Animal Physiology

5
1
15
1
x
9
15
2

Slalwn

THE PILLS
~~~~~
VALUABLE IN ALL COMPLAINTS INCIDENTAL TO FEMALES.
T H E O I N T M E N T matism. Stiff Joints nw WA.mj,. o
.....
'

5 0
5 0
7 6

'"'•VuTtklstef:Meters 0/the Choral Soeiety.

. p,r Seuion (ending immediately after th. Examination, of the CU, and
Guilds Institute in May, 1891).
^

TEACHERS

Monday ... 6.o>io.o
Tuesday ... 6.0-10.0
Monday ... 6.0-10.0
Thursday ... 6.30-8.0
8.0-9.0
9.0-10.0
Miss'Delves-Yates Tu. and Th. 6.0-9.0
7.30-10.0
Tuesday
...
| Mr. Or tonBrad-1
8.0-10.0
Friday
\ ley, M.A. ... f
Mr. Hamilton ftl
M.T.Th. &F. 4.0-xo.o
, Mrs. Spencer ... I
. Mr. O. Bradley,M.A.. Thursday ... 7.0-10.0
Tu. and Fr. 8.0-10-0
Mr. W. R. Cave

- /„ these subjects fhV St'ude^an flughfindliftially, each lesson being of

|8.o-io.o
„ Workshop J
8.30-10.0
•Photography
8.0-10.0
•Plumbing, Lecture
8.0-9.30
Workshop
Mr. E.R.Alexander
8.<H).aa
•Printing (Letterpress) ... Mr. Umbach... ...
Tailor's Cutting ... .•• ••• Mr. F. C. Forth, Commencg. Mar. 13, zlgi *0
•Land Survyng. ft Levelling Assoc. R. C. Sc.
18.0-10.0
Friday
Mr.
Sinclair
Sign Writing, Graining, ftc

SUBJECTS

VKES.

HOURS,

. r^TLWZcrrXXwfcv Mr. W. R. Cave.

8.0-10.0
8.0-ifl
ITues,
Monday
7.30-8.30
Friday
Mon. ft Fri 8.0-10.0

•1

DAYS.

TEACHERS

GloLl KmJ

*

HOLLOWAVsjpjlls &.OINTMENT.

art (tiasscs.
TKACHERS

M EDICINES,

104TenGREEN
STREET, VICTORIA PARK
m.nutes valk f,™ a, jy,„.

Eyesight Tested and Glasses to suit the sight from Sid

/f
Classes-

flDustcal

JJERBAL

1085109, WHITECHAPEL RLE.

I open to both sexes without
jj*
Ente^nments wlU?« V/TSie ixcluiv?u2'5Slu&n"oncMtin^ay# andevraingi^VaOT
jon as possible. During the Session, Concert ana e
be reserved for the exclusive
d
consider the formation of Classes other
which they will b« admitted
week during the
than those mentioned
Class for which
be paid
at.4
GymDlsiDm al ,he North End of the bmjdlop.
O.u- Mulling

ERBS

FOR

PROVISION WAREHOUSE

JEWELLERY,

Makers of the SPRING

WAISTED

BOOTS!

medically advised for

DIAMOND AND GEM RINGS,
WEDDING RINGS, KEEPERS, &c., &c.

The largest selection in the East of
London at Manufacturers' Prices.
MONEY LIBERALLY ADVANCED UPON EVERY
DESCRIPTION OF VALUABLE PROPERTY.

610a,

MILE e n d r o a d
Facing Tredegar Square.

W. WRIGHT,
lpbotograpber.
NEW STUDIOS:

422, MILE END ROAD
Opposite People's Palaoe.

PEOPLE'S PALACE MEMORY LESSONS
C0UESES " ™0F

M1SEITE S MEMORY TRAINING

E. SLATER X Co
HIGH-CLASS READYMAD]': AND BESPOKE

Srttlor*

Respectfully announce the dates
of their old established

AND

periosteal Sales

Outfitter*.

ESTATES

WEST-END STYLE
AND FIT.

MODERATE PRICES.

CHEAPEST HOUSE FOR

Makers of the Beaumont

Club Bicycle Suit.

Large Selection of Latest
Goods to select from.
Indian, Colonial, & Athletic
Outfits on the shortest notice.

PATTERNS FREE.

UNDERTAKER,
Complete Funeral Furnisher, Car & Carriage Proprietor
31,

CAMPBELL

ROAD,

BOW,

15, HIGH STBEET, BROMLEY,

And 191, Eigh Street, STRATFORD,

LAMONT

CYCLE WORKS,
Beachcroft Road,

LEYTONSTONE,

E.

FIRST-CLASS REPAIRER
by appointment to the C.T.C.
Agent for all Leading Manufacturers.

High-Class Machines
ON HIRE AND SALE.

Those about to purchase a
machine should inspect the
newly designed " Lamont"
Cycles before deciding.

Canning Town Cycle Works

A FEW DOORS FROM BOARD SCHOOLS.

155, BANK BUILDINGS,

C. C. TAYLOR & SON,

BARKING ROAD,

CANNING_TOWN.

10 &.12, M I L E E N D R D ., E.

SALES BY AUCTION of Every Description of Property.
VALUATIONS & SURVEYS FOR ALL PURPOSES.
RENTS

COLLECTED

AND HOUSE PROPERTY

MANAGED.

Insurances Effected in the Phcenix Fire, London and
General Plate Glass, British Empire Mutual Life, and
the Accident Insurance Companies.

S.

BERNSTEIN,

ES«HED

J L _ Watch and Clock Maker, Working Jeweller,

This Space

ELECTRO PLATER AND GILDER,

§L^-3l70, SALMON'S LANE, LIMEHOUSE, E.
\>y

(Opposite Limehouse Town Hall, comer of Commercial Rd.),

s. d.
0
New Main Spring, best quality 1 0
New Hand to watch
..
..0 1
from 1

*.
Glass to Watch
0
CJocks Cleaned & Regulated, from 1
Pin to Brooch
..
..
..0

d.
1
0
1

ALL WORK WARRANTED FOR TWELVE MONTHS.
G-ivzeust

W. S. CROKER

_A.W-A.ir i

Your Rubber Stamp.

N

AME in FULL or MONOGRAM,

mounted, post free for 3;
stamps, to CRYSTAL PALACE JOHN

WW

BOND'S GOLD MEDAL
MARKING INK WORKS,

Soutbgate-road, London,N. EBONITE INK;
N0
^A7«VSVV
HEATING; ea«b
containing a Voucher
6 or 12 stamps. Nlcke
Pencil Case, with Pen,
Peu1.1i and your Rubber Name in Full,
7£ stamps.
75,

<&urlc

( «
[

^

r 'j

ptamtfocturffr*

2, St. Stephen's Koad,
BOW, E.

XZ/1 Xxir
A.ny make of Machine supplied
at a large discount for Cash, or on easy payment system. Repairs
of every description executed Promptly and Cheaply. All the
latest pattern Machines let on hire.

Second-hand Machines Bought, Sold, or Exchanged.
Fittings supplied and Repairs done for the Trade.

2, St. Stephen's

MILE END AUCTION MART
330 & 332, M I L E E N D R O A D .

Messrs. W. UPTON

& CO.

S e l l b y A u c t i o n e v e r y T u e s d a y 3c F r i d a y , a t 7 p . m . , a q u a n t i t y
of HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE and EFFECTS.
Freehold and Leasehold Houses and Land sold by auction and privately

BENTS COLLECTED.

Repairs on the Shortest Notice.
EAST END AGENT FOR

BUDGE & NEW RAPID.
J. & J. H. ARDEN,
Auctioneers and Surveyors,
65, Salmon's Lane, Stepney
(Near Stepney Railway Station),
AND

WOODFORD,

ESSEX.

O FFICE H OURS F ROM 10 TO 3.

AND AT

356, MILE END ROAD (opposite Bancroft Rd.)
Watches Cleaned & Regulated,

Machines Sold on the Hire
Purchase S y s t e m , f r o m 2 / 6
per week.

Road, BOW, E.

Sales by Auction of Freehold ami Lease
hold Property, Land, Farm-Stock, Furni
ture, Building Materials, etc., in all putts
of England. Money advanced peiuiing
sales. Rents collected and guaranteed.
Estates managed. Valuations made for
all purposes.
Mortgages negotiated.
Agents for Fire, Life, Accidents and Plate
Glass Insurances.
Certificated Bailiffs
under the new Law Distress Amendment
Act.
N.B.—Mr. J. Ardenpersonally conducts
all Levies, Bills of Sale in all parts of
England and Wales. No delay.
Ptinted Lists of Properties for Sale and
to Let are now ready, and can be had on
application.
AUCTION SALE ROOMS—

40, Cambridge Road, Mllo End, E.
The above Rooms are open daily from 9
a.m. till 7 p.m. for the reception of 1 urmture and other Goods for absolute Sale.
Money advanced upon the same.
J . & J. H ARDEN, Auctioneers

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW
The best and cheapest house for Watches, Clocks, Jewellery, and
Spectacles, where you get full value and a written warranty, also
every description of Repairs, Gilding, Engraving, Enamelling, etc.
where best materials are used, and the lowest prices charged, go to

J. TOBINS, 382, Mile End Road, E
(almost opposite the People's Palace).

Friated by THOMAS POULTEK St S ONS, LIMITED , for the TRUSTEES OF THE BEAUMONT TRUST , People's Palace, Mile End, E., at their Works, The Globe
Piinting and Paper Works, Rupert Street, E. Office: 6, Arthur Street West, E.C.—Friday, January 30, iSqi.

